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ABSTRACT
The internet as a whole does not use secure links, thus information in transit may be vulnerable to interception as
well. It is important to reduce the chances of the information being detected during the transmission. This is an
important issue now-a- days. Thus, there must be some solution to solve the problem, so as to pass information in a
manner that the very existence of the message is unknown to third person or attacker in order to repel attention of
the potential attacker. This paper defines the various techniques used for information hiding, their applications and
also discusses the drawbacks of implementing those techniques independently. The motivation for this paper
includes provision of protection of information during transmission without any detection of information. In the
present work, it has been observed that steganography is the solution for given problem as in this technique,
existence of data is not evident. Among various types of steganographic techniques, image steganography is best
solution. In the past few years a large number of algorithms for image steganography have been developed n order
to have better imperceptibility, a mathematical method 2 k correction has been used. This method corrects each pixelvalue as 2k. This means if k-bits are embedded in a pixel value the method adds or subtracts 2k to each pixel-value
and finally the corrected pixel value becomes closer to the original-pixel. Hence, the secret data in the stego-pixel is
not changed.

Keywords: First Component Alteration Technique Interception Steganography, Stego-Pixel,
Vulnerable.

I. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Information Security
Information security means protecting information and information systems from unauthorized access, use,
disclosure, disruption, modification or destruction. The terms information security, computer security and
information assurance are being used frequently interchangeably. However, there are some subtle differences
between them. These differences lie primarily in the approach to the subject, the methodologies used and the areas
of concentration. Information security is concerned with the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data
regardless of the form the data may take electronic, print or other forms. Computer security can focus on ensuring
the availability and correct operation of a

computer system without concern for the information stored or

processed by the computer. The field of information security offers many areas for specialization including: securing
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infrastructure, securing applications and databases, security testing, information

systems auditing, business

continuity planning and digital forensics science, etc. Three basic principles of

information security are shown in fig 1.1

Confidentiality

Integrity

Data & services
Availability
Fig. 1: Information Security

II. INFORMATION HIDING TECHNIQUE
The introduction of the various processes of the last decades have continuously pointed out towards the security
requirement levels, especially since the massive utilization of personal computers, networks and the internet with its
availability. Many techniques have been developed for avoiding theft of data, controlling quantities of possible
copies. These techniques used for data hiding are:


Cryptography



Digital Watermarking



Steganography

III. STEGANOGRAPHY
In this paper we use the steganography technique to secure the information or data.The word steganography comes
from Greek word “steganos” meaning “covered” and the “graphy” means “writing”. Thus, steganography literally
means “covered writing”.Steganography is a very old method of passing messages in secret. This method of
message cloaking goes back to the time of the ancient Greeks. The historian Herodotus [4] has written about how an
agent wrote a message warning of an invasion on the wood part of a wax tablet. Since, messages were normally
inscribed in the wax and not the wood, the tablet appeared blank to a common observer

IV. PRINCIPLES OF STEGANOGRAPHY
Computer steganography is based on two principles:
1. The digitized images or sound can be altered to a certain extent without causing any noticeable effect on them so
as to hide the data in them.
2. The human inability to distinguish minor changes in image color or sound quality, with which one can easily hide
the data, be it 16 bit sound, 8 bit or even better 24-bit image. Speaking of image, changing the value of first
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component of pixel of an image wouldn‟t result in any detectable change of that color.

4.1 Different Kinds of Steganography
Almost all digital file formats can be used for steganography, but the formats that are more suitable are those with a
high degree of redundancy. Redundancy can be defined as the bits of an object that provide accuracy far greater than
necessary for the object‟s use and display. The redundant bits of an object are those bits that can be altered without
the alteration being detected easily. Image and audio files especially comply with this requirement, while research
has also uncovered other file formats that can be used for information hiding. Figure 2 shows the four main
categories of file formats that can be used for Steganography.

Steganography

Text

Image

Audio/Video

protocol

Fig. 2: Categories of Steganography
Text steganography using digital files is not used very often since text files have a very small amount of redundant
data. Given the proliferation of digital images, especially on the internet, and given the large amount of redundant
bits present in the digital representation of an image, images are the most popular cover objects for steganography.
In this paper, an image steganographic technique has been proposed.
To hide information in audio files similar techniques are used as for image files. One different technique unique to
audio steganography is masking, which exploits the properties of the human ear to hide information unnoticeably. A
faint, but audible, sound becomes inaudible in the presence of another louder audible sound.
The term protocol steganography refers to the technique of embedding information within messages and network
control protocols used in network transmission. In the layers of the OSI network model there exist covert channels
where steganography can be used. An example of where information can be hidden is in the header of a TCP/IP
packet

in some fields that are either optional or are never used.

4.2 Basics of Embedding
Three different aspects in information-hiding systems contend with each other: capacity, security and robustness.
Capacity refers to the amount of information that can be hidden in cover medium, security to an eavesdropper‟s
inability to detect hidden information and robustness to the amount of modification the stego medium can withstand
before an adversary can destroy hidden information. Steganography, strives for high security and capacity, which
often entails that the hidden Information is fragile. Even trivial modifications to the stego medium can destroy it. A
classical steganographic system‟s security relies on the encoding system‟s secrecy.
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V. IMAGE QUALITY PARAMETERS
Image quality parameters are figures of merit used for the evaluation of imaging system or processes. The image
quality parameters can be broadly classified into two categories [6], subjective image quality and objective image
quality. Subjective image quality is a method of evaluation of images by the viewers and it emphatically examines
fidelity and at the same time considers image intelligibility. In the objective measures of the image quality metrics,
some statistical indices are calculated to indicate the reconstructed image quality. The image quality parameters
provide some measures of the closeness between two digital images by exploiting the differences in the statistical
distribution of pixel values. The most commonly used quality parameters for comparing stego image and original
image are:


Mean Square Error (MSE),



Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR),



Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

5.1. Mean Square Error (MSE)
The mean of pixel values of the image and by averaging the sum of squares of the error between two images.

MSE =
Where x (m, n) and y (m, n) are the two images of size M*N. In this case x is the original image and y is the stego
image.
The lower the value of Mean Square Error (MSE) signifies lesser error in the stego image.

5.2. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) measures the estimates of the quality of stego image compared with an
original image and is a standard (benchmark) way to measure image reliability or conformity.

PSNR =
Where MAXPIX is the maximum pixel value and RMSE is the Root Mean Square Error

of the image (it

quantifies the average sum of distortion in each pixel of the stego image i.e. average change in
pixel caused by encoding algorithm)
RMSE =
In PSNR „signal‟ is the original image and „noise‟ is the error in the stego image resulting due to encoding and
decoding. PSNR is a number that reflects the quality of the stego image and is measured in decibel (dB).
Also Mathematically:
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is inversely proportional to the Mean Square Error (MSE), which implies the
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lower the value of Mean Square Error (MSE) higher is its Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). Thus higher the Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is better.

VI. INTRODUCTION TO FIRST COMPONENT ALTERATION TECHNIQUE
From the literature surveyed, we get that there is a strong need to improve quality of stego image so that stego object
and cover object looks same. A new scheme called first component alteration technique has been proposed which
improves quality of stego image and gives better results then J.G. Yu’s [1] method.
The scheme is based on following principle:
The matrix of pixels represents every image. According to the basic RGB color model, every pixel is represented by
the three bytes namely red, green and blue. The significance of these colors is as follows:
Red: Gives the intensity of red color in that pixel
Green: Gives the intensity of green color in that pixel
Blue: Gives the intensity of blue color in that pixel
According to Hecht [5], the human eye is less sensitive to blue color. Therefore, first or blue component of pixel has
been used to store one byte of information as it doesn't effect color value of the pixel. This way the secret messages
are stored inside the image to form stego image and this stego image is sent to the destination. At the receiving end,
characters from the pixels of stego image are extracted and the message is reconstructed from the image. The
method is tested by well known parameters namely PSNR and RMSE. It has been observed that the MSE value is
decreased and PSNR value is increased. Thus image quality is improved.
A new image steganographic technique is presented with improved quality parameters like Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Square Error (MSE). The proposed scheme can encode any image files (JPEG, BMP, DIF)
having 24 bits per pixel in order to protect confidential text data from unauthorized access. The technique has low
computational complexity, so can be applied to very small images (24 X 24) as well as large images (512 X 512). In
this technique, 8 bits of first component of pixel have been replaced with secret bits of text data. The results show
that quality parameter values of PSNR are much higher than all the previous existing image steganographic
techniques.

VII. DESCRIPTION OF FIRST COMPONENT ALTERATION TECHNIQUE
Techniques used so far focuses only on the two or four bits of a pixel in a image, (at most five bits at the edge of an
image) which results in less peak to signal noise ratio and high root mean square error i.e. less than 45 PSNR value.
The research work concentrated on 8 bits of a pixel (8 bits of blue component of a 24 bits pixel in an image),
resulting better image quality.
In a computer, images are represented as arrays of values. These values represent the intensities of the three colors
R(ed), G(reen) and B(lue), where a value for each of the three colors describes a pixel. Figure 3 shows an image
containing group of pixels. According to RGB model, a pixel contains three color components that are red, green
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and blue component.
In this technique, sender and receiver should know common stego key. This stego key is used by receiver to extract
secret message from stego image sent by sender to him. Sender selects an image called cover image or original
image in which he wants to hide the secret message. Image containing the secret data is called stego image. Now, in
this method, the bits of first component (blue component) of pixels have been replaced by key and secret message.
Firstly key is converted into binary form and its binary form is filled in the first component of first pixels. After then,
secret message is converted into binary form and its binary form is filled in first component of next pixels. Blue
channel is selected because a research was conducted by Hecht [5], which reveals that the visual perception of
intensely blue objects is less distinct than the perception of objects of red and green. Figure 4 shows 24 bit size
pixel. In this pixel, Blue layer in a pixel have been replaced with data embedded blue layer.

Fig. 3: Image containing Group of Pixels

Fig. 4: Replacement of Blue Layer with Data Embedded Blue Layer
7.1. First Component Alteration Technique Example
One can hide a message in three pixels of an image (24-bit colors). Suppose the original 3 pixels are:
(00100111 11101001 11001000) (00100111 11001000 11101001)

(11001000 00100111 11101001)

A steganographic program could hide the letter "A" which has a position 65 into ASCII character set and have a
binary representation "01000001", by altering the blue channel bits of pixels and key be the letter “C” which has a
position 67 into ASCII character set and have a binary representation "01000011".
(01000011 11101001 11001000) (01000001 11001000 11101000)
(11001000 00100111 11101001)
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VIII. PSNR AND MSE FOR COLORED AS WELL AS GRAY-SCALE IMAGES
The results are obtained in tabular form for above images using PSNR calculator tool. The values of PSNR and
MSE and the comparison between PSNR and MSE for above images are shown in Table 1 and in Figure 6.1
respectively.

Table. 1: Different PSNR and MSE Values
Image

Size

PSNR(dB)

MSE

Lena(C)

512 × 512

47.94

1.056

Niagra(C)

375 × 512

47.95

1.054

Airport(C)

400 × 318

47.96

1.052

Lena(G)

400 × 300

47.93

1.057

Building(G)

500 × 486

47.94

1.057

Fig. 5: Different PSNR and MSE Values
IX. PSNR AND MSE OF R-G-B COLOR PATTERNS FOR COLORED AS WELL AS GRAYSCALE IMAGES
The results and analysis of R-G-B color patterns are shown is Table 2 and the graphical comparison is shown in
three graphs Figure 6, 7 and 8 for Red, Green and Blue (R-G-B) color patterns respectively.
Image

Size

PSNR(R)

PSNR(G)

PSNR(B)

MSE(R)

MSE(G)

MSE(B)

Lena(C)

512 × 512

47.37

47.53

48.92

1.188

1.148

0.832

Niagra(C)

375 × 500

47.39

47.54

48.92

1.185

1.145

0.832

Baboon(C)

400 × 318

47.39

47.54

48.93

1.183

1.143

0.831

Lena(G)

400 × 300

47.37

47.52

48.92

1.190

1.149

0.833

Building(G)

500 × 486

47.36

47.53

48.93

1.191

1.148

0.835

Table. 2: Different PSNR and MSE values for R-G-B Color Patterns
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Fig. 6 : Different PSNR and MSE Values for RED Color Pattern

Fig. 7: Different PSNR and MSE Values for GREEN Color Pattern

Fig. 8: Different PSNR and MSE Values for BLUE Color Pattern

X. CONCLUSION
A new first component alteration technique for image encoding and decoding has been presented .The proposed
scheme can encode any image files (JPEG, BMP or DIF) having 24 bits per pixel in order to protect confidential data
from unauthorized access. The algorithm has low computational complexity, can be applied to very small images
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(24 × 24) as well as large images (512 × 512).
The results and analysis of the proposed techniques are shown above. We have compared the PSNR and MSE of
whole resolution of the image as well as compared the PSNR and MSE of R-G-B color patterns separately.
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DISTRIBUTED GENERATION MODELS AND ITS
OPTIMAL PLACEMENT IN POWER DISTRIBUTION
NETWORKS: A REVIEW
Navdeep Kaur
Department of Electrical and Instrumentation Engineering, Thapar University, Patiala (India)
ABSTRACT
Distributed Generation (DG) is increasing day by day and it has become an important part of electrical generation
across the world. Due to the growth of DG penetration, the nature of distribution network is altered from a passive
network to an active network. The penetration of DG is beneficial if it is optimally placed. Various models of DGs
are developed for optimal placement of DGs, and several methods are suggested for optimal placement of DGs.
Different proposed models of DGs and methods of optimal placement of DGs are reviewed in this paper.

Keywords: Distributed Generation (DG), Distributed Networks, DG Models, Optimal Site, Optimal Size.
I INTRODUCTION
Distributed generation (also called decentralized generation, dispersed generation, and embedded generation) is
simply defined as any source of electrical energy of limited size that is connected directly to the distribution system
of a power network. Distributed Generation (DG) is also referred as „dispersed generation‟ or „embedded
generation‟, which refers to small scale generation that is integrated within distribution systems. Generally it is
integrated close to the point of use. DG can be powered by number of sources both renewable and non-renewable
such as fuel cells, photovoltaic system, wind turbines, etc. Distributed energy resources (DER) and microgrid (MG)
are reviewed by Jiayiet et.al. [1] and detailed overview of DG technologies is presented by Akoredeet et. al. [2]. The
development of Distributed Generation in India is reviewed by Mukhoupadhyay and Singh [3]. Mishra et.al. [4]
studied impact of DG on transmission pricing and system reliability. The benefits like voltaic support, lowering of
line load etc, of DG scheme are proved by by Fletcher et al. [5] by conducting experiments.
DG is placed in distribution networks at depending on site and primary fuel availability or climatic conditions and
the decision of DG placement is taken by owners and investors. Although in most cases, the distribution system
operator (DSO) has no control about DG location and size below a certain limit, however placement of DG critically
affects the operation of the distribution network. Inappropriate DG placement may increase system losses and
network capital and operating costs. If it is placed optimally network performance can improve in terms of
improvement of voltage profile, reduction in flows and system losses, and improve power quality and reliability of
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system. The DG placement problem has therefore attracted the interest of many researchers in the last fifteen years
[13-31]. For solving the optimal placement problem DGs efficient and robust three phase load flow methods taking
the mathematical models of DGs into account should be developed first since voltage profiles are directly related to
power quality and customer satisfaction. Various researchers had developed the mathematical models of Distributed
generators [6-12]. In section 2 mathematical models of DGs are reviewed and section 3 methods of optimal
placement of DG are reviewed.

II DG MODELS
Mathematical models of distributed generations was developed by Teng [6] utilizing the output power
characteristics for load flow analysis. The models can be specified as constant power factor model, constant voltage
model or variable reactive power model. Khushalani et al. [7] discussed various models of the Distributed
Generation depending upon the control of output. The nodes with small DG are modeled as PQ nodes and large
output DG are modeled as constant PV nodes. Various mathematical relations are derived by Losi and Russo [8] to
model asynchronous DGs, synchronous DGs and DGs connected to distribution system by power converter. Chen et
al. [9] modeled the DGs based on the control of excitation. They modeled synchronous DGs as PV nodes, PQ nodes
as well as static voltage characteristic model. Divya and Rao [10] developed mathematical models of wind turbine
generating systems and modeled wind DGs as PQ nodes for use in load flow studies. Fejoo and Cidras [11] modeled
the wind farms in two forms namely PQ and RX models for load flow analysis of the system. The models are based
on steady state behavior of induction generators. Various DG models were presented by Tafreshi and Mashhour [12]
with respect to DG and its connection to grid. The DGs with generators directly connected to grid are modeled as
PV nodes, PQ nodes or SVCM nodes while DGs connected through power electronic interfaces are modeled as
either PV node or PQ node depending upon the control. Table 1 shows briefly the various types of DGs and their
connection methods to the grid as well as their suitable models for load flow studies.

Table 1. DG Technologies Models and interconnection type to grid
DG Type

Electric

Utility

Machine

Interface

Suitable Model for DGs

Explanations

PQ node

Regulating excitation voltage in
power factor mode

Synchronous
Internal

Generator

Static Voltage Characteristic
Directly

Combustion

Fixed excitation voltage

Model (SVCM)
PV node

Engines

Regulating exciting voltage in
voltage control mode

Squirrel Cage
Induction

PQ node or Static Voltage
Directly

Characteristic Model (SVCM)

----------
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Generator
PQ node
Directly

Regulating excitation voltage in
power factor mode

Gas

Synchronous

Static Voltage Characteristic

Turbines

Generator

Model (SVCM)
PV node

Fixed excitation voltage

Regulating exciting voltage in
voltage control mode

Micro
Turbines

Permanent

Rectifier+

Magnet

Inverter or

Synchronous

AC/AC

Generator

Converter

Squirrel Cage

Directly

Induction

PQ node

Control circuit of converter
controls independently P and Q

PV node

Control circuit of converter
controls independently P and V

PQ node or Static Voltage
Characteristic Model (SVCM)

-------

PQ node

Control circuit of converter

Generator

-----Photovoltaic

controls independently P and Q
Inverter

PV node

Control circuit of converter
controls independently P and V

Doubly fed

PQ node

Induction

Rectifier+

Generator

Inverter

Control circuit of converter
controls independently P and Q

PV node

Control circuit of converter
controls independently P and V

Wind

Conventional

PQ node

or Permanent

Rectifier+

Magnet

Inverter

controls independently P and Q
PV node

Synchronous

Control circuit of converter

Control circuit of converter
controls independently P and V

Generator
PQ node

Control circuit of converter
controls independently P and Q

Fuel cell

------

Inverter

PV node

Control circuit of converter
controls independently P and V

III METHODS FOR OPTIMAL PLACEMENT OF DG
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The operation of DG can provide benefits to distribution networks such as reduction of power losses and/or
deferment of investments for network enforcing, etc. only if it is allocated properly otherwise it can cause
degradation of power quality, increase losses, reliability, and control etc. For benefits and foreseeable large use of
DG in future attention on the sizing and siting of DGs has been paid by many researchers [13-31]. The objectives for
placement of DG are minimization of energy losses, power losses, voltage variations, cost, and maximization of DG
capacity. The problem of optimal placement of DG can be single objective or multi-objective which can be solved
by analytical method and meta-heuristic approaches.

3.1 Single Objective Optimal Placement of DG
3.1.1 Analytical Approach
An analytical technique based on exact loss formula was used by Acharya et. al. [13] to find size and site of DG so
as to minimize power losses. Optimal power factor, size and site of DG found by Hung et. al. [14] using analytical
expressions. Gözel and Hocaoglu [15] found optimal placement of DG to minimize total power losses by equivalent
current injection based analytical method. Hung et. al. [16] developed three analytical approaches using three
different power loss expressions to identify the optimal sizes and power factors of DG units at various locations for
minimizing power losses and a methodology to identify the best location. Wallance and Harrison [17] presented the
optimal power flow based technique that provides a means of determining the maximum capacity of generation that
may be accommodated in a network.
3.1.2 Meta-Heuristic Approach
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) based approach was used by Singh et. al. [18] to find best size and location of DG so as
to minimize system power losses in different loading conditions. The optimal DG location and size found using
maximum power stability index (MPSI) with particle swarm optimization (PSO) to reduce active power losses by
Ishak et. al.[19]. Modified Teaching–Learning Based Optimization (MTLBO) algorithm proposed by García and
Mena [20] for optimal DG in distribution systems to minimize total electrical power losses. Kaur et. al. [21] used
Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) based formulation to find optimal size and site of multiple DGs
for loss minimization. A hybrid method employing Genetic Algorithms and Optimal power flow is presented by
Gareth P. Harrison et.al [22] to find the best combination of site with a distribution network for connecting a pre
defined number of DGs. Optimal size of DG found by Dasan and Devi [23] by implementing fuzzy adaptation of
evolutionary programming. A new population-based ABC has been proposed by Abu-mouti El-Hawary [24] to
solve to optimally place DG by minimizing the total system real power loss subject to equality and inequality
constraints
3.2 Multi Objective Optimal Placement of DG
3.2.1 Analytical Approach
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Optimal size and power factor of DG determined by Hung and Mithulananthan [25] using a new multiobjective
index (IMO) based analytical approach for reducing power losses and enhancing loadability. Multiobjective index is
defined as a combination of active and reactive power loss indices by optimally assigning a weight to each index
such that the IMO can reach a minimum level. At this level, the optimal location and weights are identified.
3.2.2 Meta-Heuristic Approach
For power loss reduction and voltage stability improvement of radial distribution system a new constrained multiobjective Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) approach for finding best location and size of DG based on Wind
Turbine Generation Unit (WTGU) and photovoltaic (PV) array developed by Kayal and Chanda [26], while Injeti
and Kumar [27] used a technique based on combination of Loss Sensitivity Factor (LSF) and Simulated Annealing
(SA) used to solve optimal siting and sizing problem of DGs to minimize losses and voltage stability improvement.
An algorithm based on Tabu Search is proposed by Golshan and Arefifar [28] to solve planning problem which
determines installation locations sizes and operation of DGRs and RPSs in a distribution system along with the Tap
positions of VRs and networks reconfigurations so as to minimize cost of power and energy losses and total required
reactive power during planning period. El-Ela et al.[29] have presented an optimal proposed approach (OPA) to
determine the optimal sitting and sizing of DG with multi- system constraints to achieve a single or multi-objectives
using genetic algorithm (GA). A new method of optimization algorithms PCLONALG which is combination of PSO
and CLONALG, is proposed by Sedighizadeh et. al. [30] to minimize active losses of feeders and improve voltage
profile by placing multiple DGs. An optimal placement of DG on the power system network is proposed by
Phonrattanasak [31] using multiobjective particle swarm optimization (MPSO) to minimize economic and emission
costs of overall system.

IV CONCLUSION
The paper has discussed about Distributed Generation models reported in literature for the integration of DGs in
distribution system. It is concluded that DGs are generally modeled as PQ and PV nodes in load flow calculations
and summary of models of DG based on various technologies is presented. Also, review of optimal placement of
DG is presented. It is concluded that improper allocation of DG distribution system would increase power or energy
losses and endangers the system operation. For finding optimal site and size of DG various objectives i.e. single
objective and multiobjective, are identified by researchers and imposed constraints. It is also identified that most
common objective is the minimization of the total power loss and improvement of system voltage. The methods of
optimal placement of DG can be categorized as analytical, numerical and heuristic methods and commonly used
techniques for the genetic algorithm and swarm optimization. Also it is found that all these methods are applicable
to single objective problems while multiobjective problem are solved mainly by genetic algorithms and particle
swarm optimization technique.
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ABSTRACT
Dithiocarbamates (DTCs) have been a subject of major research in the past decade and a number of these
compounds have been prepared. A series of Coordination polymers were synthesized with Co (II), Ni (II), Zn (II), Pb
(II), and Hg (II.) and their IR spectral shifting was studied. The disodium salts of bisdithiocarbamates had been
prepared from urea, to prepare multidentate ligand. Elemental analysis, Electronic, Infrared (IR) spectroscopy
evidenced the formation of coordination polymers and multidentate ligands. In present paper author wants to
emphasize that Infrared spectral analysis is changing the geometry of a dithiocarbamate group from bidentate
ligand to monodentate ligand by shifting many important bands.

Keywords: Bisdithiocarbamates, Coordination Polymers, Infrared (IR) Spectroscopy,
Multidentate Ligands,

I INTRODUCTION
Sulphur and nitrogen containing compounds act as multidentate ligands and usually
polymers with high thermal stability [1-4] and

sometimes

produce

coordination

electrical conductivity due to the presence of

heteroaromatic ring.[5-9] Dithiocarbamates are S , N containing Ligands which display a rich and varied
coordination chemistry providing a wide range of transition and main group metal complexes many of which
have

important chemical

and biological properties. [10] In the present paper synthesis and complexation

behaviour of Ureabisdithiocarbamate reported towards various transition metal ions namely Co (II), Ni (II), Zn
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(II), Hg (II), and Pb (II) has been investigated. The characterization of the resulting complexes with IR spectral
analysis and conclusive changing the geometry of a dithiocarbamate group from bidentate to monodentate shifts.

II EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials
Acetates of Co (II), Ni (II), Hg (II) Pb (II) , Zn (II), and Cobalt (II) chloride and cobalt (II) sulphate of analytical
quality products were used for the synthesis of metal complexes.

2.2 Preparation of Metal Complexes of Bisdithiocarbamates
Metal complexes of various bisdithiocarbamates were prepared by mixing of aqueous solutions of ligands and metal
salts in equimolar ratio. For the coagulation of fine particles in every case, the mixture was stirred magnetically for
10 min and then kept overnight at room temperature, filtered, washed thoroughly with water and dried.

2.3 Measurements
IR spectra of metal complexes were recorded on a Perkin- Elmer spectrometer model 1430 in 4000-600 cm-1
range using KBr as dispersant.

III RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The yield, colour and elemental analysis for various metal complexes of UBDT are reported in Table 1. The
approximate yield all the complexes is 55-60 %. All the complexes are stable at room temperature, unaffected by
atmospheric oxygen and moisture and are insoluble in water as well as common organic solvents. The complexes
appeared to be amorphous even on microscopic examination. The complexes do not melt on heating up to 360 oC,
however, many of them became black above 200 oC.
Usually the dithiocarbamate complexes have been reported to be crystalline compounds soluble in organic solvents
and have well defined melting points. Although the results of elemental analysis for bisdithiocarbamate in the
present study were reproducible but close agreement with the theoretical calculation based on assumed structures
could not be obtained. This observation along with amorphous morphology and insoluble nature suggested the
polymeric structure for these complexes which was expected for the multidentate ligands prepared.
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IV IR SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
The IR spectra of metal dithiocarbamate have been reported abundantly. [11-16] The IR data various metal
complexes of UBDT are shows in Table 2 and Figure (2 and 3). Changing the geometry of a dithiocarbamate group
from bidentate to monodentate shifts many important bands by 10-20 cm-1 and even in the case of unsymmetric
bidentate ligand noticeable shifts occur in v C-N, v C- S and N- alkyl streching. vas(CS) mode is thought to appear in
950—1050 cm-1 spectral region. In complexes containing mixed mono and bidentate bonding additional frequencies
will be observed in the v C-N , v C- S and v C=S region.
A single symmetrical band suggests the presence of symmetrically-bonded (two equivalent CS bonds) ligands, while
a split 1000 cm-1 band indicates asymmetrically bonded (two in equivalent CS bonds) ligands (unidentate or
bidentate asymmetric).
The v (CN) for the thioamides appear at about 1500 cm-1 and the v (CN) for the UBDT under consideration is
observed at about 1459 cm-1 was consistent with extensive electron delocalization rendering bond between nitrogen
and carbonyl carbon equivalent to that between nitrogen and dithioate carbon. However, splitting of this band by
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more than 100 cm-1 is suggestive of coordination through oxygen as well as oxygen and the contribution of
following canonicals structure predominates:

Fig. 1: Canonical Structure of UBDT

Table 2: IR Spectra Data of Coordination Polymers of UBDT (a)

Ligand

vN-H+δO-H

δNH2+Vc=O

vC=N

3485s, vbr

1690vw,sh

1490 vs

vC=S +SCN

vC=S

vC-S +NCO+C-N

830 m,sharp

687 m

831 m,sharp

621 m,br

830 m,sharp

750

Complex
Co(II) AcUBDT

1413vs
Co (II)Cl2UBDT

Co(II) SO4UBDT

3443vs,vbr

3489vs,vbr

1600sh

1600sh

1490sh

1070sh

1413sh

977w

1475vs
1410sh

Ni (II) AcUBDT

3426mbr

1610sh

689

1490sh

843 w

700 w, br

833 w, sharp

788 w

1412.2s
Zn(II) AcUBDT

3412s,br

1600sh

1509vs

953w

1386vs

Hg(II)AcUBDT

3421m,br

1615w,sh

1500sh

707w

1029m

830 s, sharp

600 br

1051w

839 sharp

476 m

1405s
Pb(II)AcUBDT

3419m,br

1635 w

1425vs,br

992w
(a)

vs = very strong, s = strong, vbr =very board, m= medium, sh = shoulder, vw = very weak
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Fig. 2 : IR Spectra of (a) Co Ac UBDT (b) Co Cl2 UBDT (c) Co SO4 UBDT

Fig. 3 : IR Spectra of (a) Zn Ac UBDT (b) Ni Ac UBDT (c) Hg Ac UBDT
The band at 1696 cm-1 in UBDT involves significant contribution from NH bending vibrations besides v(C = O).
This band either disappears or appears as a shoulder on broad thioamide II band suggesting coordination through
nitrogen and carbonyl oxygen both.
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A band at 1018 cm-1 has medium intensity and is broad, it may be assigned to asymmetric C—S stretching and a
intense sharp band at 860 cm–1 may be assigned to symmetric C-S stretching. On complexation in most of the
complexes the bands corresponding 1018 cm-1 band of UBDT appears with greatly decreased intensity, disappear
in cobalt (II) acetate , cobalt (II) sulphate, and nickel (II) acetate complexes. Zinc (II) acetate and ceric sulphate
complexes are shifted downward with weak absorption. In lead (II) acetate and mercuric (II) acetate complexes this
band is shifted to slightly higher wavenumber with medium absorption in Hg (II) Ac UBDT and weak band show in
Pb (II) Ac UBDT. However, the band at 860 cm-1 although experiences a downward shift but appears as a sharp
band with slightly decreased intensity on complexation except for Ni (II) acetate complex where it is broader.
The intense bands due to carbonyl stretching get overlapped by  OH from water molecules and disappears in all the
complexes. Thus all these observations lead to conclude that all the donor atoms, viz., O, N, and S are involved in
coordination. Presence of water molecules in all the complexes is ruled out because the bands associated with water
molecules are not observed in the IR spectra. Dithiocarbamate complexes can assume four structural geometries
(Fig.4) :

Fig.4: Dithiocarbamate complexes structural geometries
(a) The square planar coordination geometry
(b) The octahedral coordination geometry
(c) The four coordinate dimer
(d) The five coordinate dimer

V CONCLUSION
The various bisdithiocarbamate ligands exhibited excellent complexing ability towards various transition metal ions.
The complexes obtained simply on mixing of the aqueous solutions of the respective ligands and metal ions were
polymeric in nature, with high thermal stability.
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NOMENCLATURE
DTCs

Dithiocarbamates

UBDT

Ureabisdithiocarbamate

Co(II)AcUBDT

Cobaltacetatebisdithiocarbamate

Ni(II)AcUBDT

Nickelacetatebisdithiocarbamate

Hg(II)AcUBDT

Mercuricacetatebisdithiocarbamate

Zn(II) AcUBDT

Zincacetatebisdithiocarbamate

Co (II)Cl2UBDT

Cobaltchloridebisdithiocarbamate

Co(II) SO4UBDT

Cobaltsulphatebisdithiocarbamate
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ABSTRACT
The quality of a retinal image is assessed using the algorithm based on image quality indicators is introduced.
Features such as colour and focus are used as quality indicators and are computed using novel image
processing techniques. These quality indicators are also classified to evaluate the image suitability for
diagnosis purposes. The retinal images are collected from DRIVE, ROC and STARE datasets. Artificial feed
forward neural network classifier is used to classify the retinal image and simulated using MATLAB.

Keywords–Artificial Neural Network, Colour Index, Colour Measure, Focus Measure, Retinal
Image Quality.
I INTRODUCTION
Eye diseases such as diabetic retinopathy and age-related macular degeneration affect a considerably large share
of the population and its prevalence is expected to increase in the near future. Diabetic retinopathy is damage to
the retina caused by complications of diabetes, which can eventually lead to blindness. Diabetic retinopathy may
cause vision loss more rapidly, may not have any warning signs for some time. In general, however, a person
with macular edema is likely to have blurred vision, making it hard to do things like read or drive. Glaucoma is
a term describing a group of ocular (eye) disorders resulting in optic nerve damage or loss to the field of vision,
typically caused by a clinically characterized pressure build-up in regards to the fluid of the eye (intraocular
pressure-associated optic neuropathy).The disorders can be roughly divided into two main categories, "openangle" and "closed-angle"(or "angle closure") glaucoma. The angle refers to the area between the iris and
cornea, through which fluid must flow to escape via the trabecular meshwork, an area of tissue in the eye
located around the base of the cornea.
AMD is a common eye condition and a leading cause of vision loss among people age 60 and older. It causes
damage to the macula, a small spot near the centre of the retina and the part of the eye needed for sharp, central
vision, which lets us see objects that are straight ahead. In some people, AMD advances so slowly that vision
loss does not occur for a long time. The eye care professional will look at the retina for early signs of the
disease, such as: Leaking blood vessels, Retinal swelling, such as macular edema, Pale, fatty deposits on the
retina (exudates) – signs of leaking blood vessels, damaged nerve tissue (neuropathy) and any changes in the
blood vessels. If macular edema is suspected, FFA and sometimes OCT may be performed. Poor quality images
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may be caused by cataract, poor dilation, ptosis, external ocular condition, or learning difficulties. There may be
artifacts caused by dust, dirt, condensation, or smudge.
Commonly, in order to screen for and diagnose retina related conditions, digital fundus photography is used,
which enables a non-invasive examination and allows image storage and transmission for later use at different
locations. However, in all cases the resulting digital retinal images must be examined by an expert human
grader, usually a trained ophthalmologist or optometrist, which makes the whole process very difficult and time
consuming, a problem aggravated by the scarcity of specialized human resources. Moreover, both DR and AMD
are diagnosable, based on well known and perfectly characterized symptoms which are detectable by visual
inspection of the eye fundus, and may be treatable if detected at an early stage.
The use of automated evaluation of digital retinal images has the potential to reduce the workload and thus
increase the cost-effectiveness of such screening also some manufactures offer automated clinical decision
support system targeting these applications including retinal image analysis tool with diagnostic capabilities.
However, there still remain a number of problems that must be overcome in order to develop fully reliable
automated retinal images analysis systems. One of these problems is the need to guarantee that the quality of the
retinal images to be graded exceeds a threshold below which the automated analysis procedures may fail. This is
a real problem for low-quality images as seen in [1], [4] so a computationally efficient algorithm for assessment
of retinal image quality of very good performance compared to conventional methods is developed.

1.1 Retinal Image Quality
Retinal image quality may be impaired by a number of factors which can degrade a retinal image to the point of
rendering it “ungradable”, which by definition is a retinal image with insufficient quality and without signs of
disease. The parameters such as focus, clarity, field definition, visibility of the macula, visibility of optical disc
and artefacts are very important for the correct evaluation of retinal image quality. The image artefacts are
mostly caused by the occurrence of haze, presence of dust and dirt, partial occlusion by eyelashes, improper
cleaning of the camera lens, uneven illumination over macula, uneven illumination of the optic disc, uneven
illumination of the image edge and the total eye blink. Our work evaluates retinal image quality through
classification of features derived from generic image quality parameters.

1.2 Previous Works on Image Quality Assessment
Image focus is evaluated based on the analysis of the global distribution of edge magnitudes in the image and
on local analysis of intensity distribution [8]. [2] Focused their quality assessment algorithm on image sharpness
and illumination. Illumination quality measured through evaluation of retinal image contrast and brightness. [3]
Evaluated the image along the dimensions of colour, luminance and contrast, achieving an overall sensitivity of
100% and specificity of 96%. [5] Proposed a method but focused only on eye vasculature and not on the entire
eye structure

II. DESCRIPTION
The retinal image quality assessment algorithm proposed in this work follows a sequence of steps: preprocessing, the generic image attributes of colour and focus are evaluated and classified. During pre-processing
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useless image information is removed or masked also the image is cropped and then subjected to removal of
noise.

2.1 Pre-Processing
Each image is first subjected to a pre-processing phase which removes unimportant information by masking and
cropping the image to include only pixels showing retinal data. Images are often degraded by noises. Noise can
occur during image capture, transmission, etc. So in order to preserve the real image noise should get removed
from it. Masking is a technique used to selectively obscure or hold back parts of an image while allowing other
parts to show. Cropping an image extracts a rectangular region of interest from the original image. This focuses
the viewer's attention on a specific portion of the image and discards areas of the image that contain less useful
information. Image cropping allows zooming a specific portion of the image.
2.1.1 Noise
Noise usually quantified by the percentage of pixels which are corrupted. Amplifier Noise (Gaussian noise) is a
noise in which each pixel in the image will be changed from its original value by a (usually) small amount. Salt
and pepper noise also called impulse noise can be caused by dead pixels, analog-to-digital converter errors and
bit errors in transmission. Shot noise is a dominant noise in the lighter parts of an image from an image sensor is
typically that caused by statistical quantum fluctuations, that is, variation in the number of photons sensed at a
given exposure level; this noise is known as photon shot noise which follows Poisson distribution. Speckle
Noise (Multiplicative Noise) While Gaussian noise can be modelled by random values added to an image,
speckle noise can be modelled by random values multiplied by pixel values hence it is also called multiplicative
noise. Speckle noise is a major problem in some radar applications.
2.1.2 Types of Filters to Remove Noise
Linear smoothing filter is one method to remove noise is by convolving the original image with a mask that
represents a low-pass filter or smoothing operation. For example, the Gaussian mask comprises elements
determined by a Gaussian function. This convolution brings the value of each pixel into closer harmony with the
values of its neighbours. In general, a smoothing filter sets each pixel to the average value, or a weighted
average, of itself and its nearby neighbours; the Gaussian filter is just one possible set of weights. Smoothing
filters tend to blur an image, because pixel intensity values that are significantly higher or lower than the
surrounding neighbourhood would "smear" across the area. Because of this blurring, linear filters are seldom
used in practice for noise reduction; they are, however, often used as the basis for nonlinear noise reduction
filters. Wiener filters: The wiener function applies a Wiener filter (a type of linear filter) to an image adaptively,
tailoring itself to the local image variance. If the variance is large, wiener performs little smoothing. If it is
small, wiener performs more smoothing. This approach often produces better results than linear filtering. The
adaptive filter is more selective than a comparable linear filter, preserving edges and other high-frequency parts
of an image. In addition, there are no design tasks; the wiener2 function handles all preliminary computations
and implements the filter for an input image. wiener2, however, does require more computation time than linear
filtering. Wiener works best when the noise is constant-power ("white") additive noise, such as Gaussian noise.
Median filter is an example of a non-linear filter and, if properly designed, is very good at preserving image
detail. To run a median filter: Consider each pixel in the image, Sort the neighbouring pixels into order based
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upon their intensities, Replace the original value of the pixel with the median value from the list . Fuzzy filters
provide promising result in image-processing tasks that cope with some drawbacks of classical filters. Fuzzy
filter is capable of dealing with vague and uncertain information. Sometimes, it is required to recover a heavily
noise corrupted image where a lot of uncertainties are present.

2.2 Focus Assessment Algorithm
The retinal image focus degree is classified as either „„blurred‟‟, „„borderline‟‟ or „„focused‟‟. The method used
in this work is based on image gradient magnitude approaches. Focus is measured through the application of the
perwitt operator to the retinal image after conversion to grey scale, followed by a multi-focus-level analysis. The
algorithm has three stages. The first stage corresponds to the application of the perwitt operator to the original
grey scaled retinal image, and the resulting focus measure (FM1) corresponds to the mean of the respective
gradient map of original image. In second stage the grey scaled image is low-pass filtered with a 3 *3 moving
average filter, the perwitt operator is applied and the focus information (m2) gathered through the mean of the
resulting gradient map of level I defocused image. The second focus measure (FM2) corresponds to the
difference between FM1and m2. In the final stage, the original grey scaled image is again low-pass filtered with
a 5 *5 moving average filter, the perwitt operator is applied and the focus information (m3) gathered through the
mean of the resulting gradient map of level 2 defocused images. The third focus measure (FM3) is obtained
through the difference between m2 and m3.

Fig 1 Focus Assessment Algorithm Flowchart
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Perwitt operator is used particularly in edge detection algorithm. Technically, it is discrete differentiation
operator computing an appropriate gradient of image intensity function. Gradient is measure of change in
intensity of some point in original image in given direction. Pixels with large gradient value become possible
edge pixels. Edges may be tracked in the direction perpendicular to the gradient direction and used to extract
information from images.

2.3 Colour Assessment Algorithm
This algorithm classifies retinal image colour as „„bright‟‟, „„dark‟‟ or „„normal. The procedure starts with a
colour indexing operation, using histogram backprojection. Histogram backprojection answers the question
„„Where in the image are the colours that belong to the object being looked for (the target)?‟‟ In our case, the
object looked for is a colour palette represented by a pre-defined colour map. In our application for each image
class a specific colour map was computed from the contents of training images belonging to that class.
Accordingly, the „„bright colour map‟‟, “dark colour map‟‟ and „„normal colour map‟‟ are computed. Each of
these colour maps is used to perform colour indexing of the retinal image being processed, with the creation of
three different indexed images, Then the average values of the three indexed images are computed, yielding
three colour measures (CM1, CM2, and CM3). Finally since each image colour class occupies specific regions
in the feature space, the image class („„bright‟‟, „„dark‟‟ or „„normal‟‟) can be determined using clustering or
classification techniques.

Fig 2 Colour Assessment Algorithm Flowchart
Indexed colour is a technique to manage digital images, colour is displayed in a limited fashion, in order to save
computer memory and file storage, while speeding up display refresh and file transfers. It is a form of vector
quantization compression. When an image is encoded in this way, colour information is not directly carried by
the image pixel data, but is stored in a separate piece of data called a palette: an array of colour elements, in
which every element, a colour, is indexed by its position within the array. The image pixels do not contain the
full specification of its colour, but only its index in the palette. This technique is sometimes referred as pseudo
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colour or indirect colours as colour are addressed indirectly. K-means clustering is a method of vector
quantization, originally from signal processing, that is popular for cluster analysis in data mining. K-means
clustering aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with
the nearest mean, serving as a prototype of the cluster. This results in a partitioning of the data space
into Voronoi cells.

III. RESULTS
Pre-processing the retinal image includes cropping masking and removal of noise from the original image. The
figure 3 shows the result for cropped image here the left part of the image is cropped. The figure 4 shows the
result for masking an retinal image i.e. sharpening the original image.The figure 5 shows the results for removal
of various noise using fuzzy filter.

Fig 3 Cropped image

Fig 4 Masked image

Fig 5 Filtered Image
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Fig 7 Final result for focus assessment

image (middle), level 2 defocused image (bottom).

Figure 6 shows the gradient i.e., magnitude and direction of the original image intensity and image defocused at
various levels. Blurred image is given as input which is correctly classified by the neural classifier. Figure 7
here y=0 means blurred image, y=1 means bordered image and y=2 means focused image.
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Fig 8 Indexed gray image (top), indexed colour image (bottom)

Fig 9 Clustered image

Fig 10 Final results for colour assessment

Figure 10 shows the final result for colour assessment. The centroid values for dark, bright and normal image is
displayed in the command window. Here final value 0 means dark image, 1 means bright image and 2 means
normal image.

IV.CONCLUSION
The proposed retinal image quality assessment algorithm relies on the measure of generic image features,
namely colour, focus, contrast and illumination computed using specific algorithms. This individual image
quality indicators classification is very important as it produces partial image quality indicators which can be
used for real time quality assessment. In this work colour assessment and focus assessment are performed
separately and the corresponding results have been obtained. In the future work along with colour and focus
assessment of retinal image contrast and illumination assessment has to be performed individually. In addition
to it all those quality indicators are combined together and classified to assess the image quality. Along with this
work performance of the classifier is evaluated by computing sensitivity and specificity.
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ABSTRACT
The increasing demands of security in our daily life, iris recognition have rapidly become a hot research topic for
its potential values in personal identification. Though iris features are unique, recent research results suggest that
they are affected by several covariates such as pupil dilation and sensor interoperability. Another factor that may
affect iris recognition, which has received relatively less attention, is the presence of transparent (soft) and color
cosmetic (textured) contact lenses. Detection of the presence of a contact lens is the first step to improving the
usability and reliability of iris recognition. Existing work presents a novel lens detection algorithm based on
Modified LBP based classification for detecting the textured lens from the iris image. Even though it detects the
textured lens image from iris image, the classification rate of this method is still poor. And also sensitive to noise.
To address this problem, we introduce Haar texture feature, The Haar wavelet is one of the simplest wavelet
transforms which can transform huge data sets to considerably smaller representations. Here the proposed work use
Haar wavelet transform to extract texture features from the iris region. De-composing images with wavelet
transform yields a multi-resolution from detailed image to approximation images in each level. Experiment result of
this work shows the significant improvements in iris recognition accuracy compared with previous work.

Keywords– Iris Recognition, Contact Lens , Lens Detection

I INTRODUCTION
To identify more closely to an individual and appropriate authorization, a new identity convention is becoming more
prevalent. Based not on what a person has or knows, but instead on what physical characteristics or personal
behavior traits they exhibit, these are known as biometrics - measurements of behavioral or physical attributes - how
an individual smells, walks, signs their name, or even types on a keyboard, their voice, fingers, facial structure, vein
patterns or patterns in the iris.
The biometric technologies used for human authentication today, it is generally conceded that iris recognition is the
most accurate. Coupling this high confidence authentication with factors like outlier group size, speed, usage/human
factors, platform versatility and flexibility for use in identification or verification modes - as well as addressing
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issues like database size/management and privacy concerns - iris recognition has also shown itself to be exceedingly
versatile and suited for large population applications.
The iris - the externally visible colored ring around the pupil - of every human eye is absolutely unique, exhibiting a
distinctive pattern that forms randomly in utero in a process called chaotic morphogenesis. In fact, it's estimated the
chance of two iris being identical is 1 in 1078

II CONTACT LENSES
Contact lenses are medical devices worn directly on the cornea of the eye. Like eyeglasses, contact lenses help to
correct refractive errors and perform this function by adding or subtracting focusing power to the eye's cornea and
lens. Contacts provide a safe and effective way to correct vision when used with care and proper supervision. They
can offer a good alternative to eyeglasses, depending on your eyes and your lifestyle. Over 24 million people in the
United States now wear contact lenses. For certain conditions, contact lenses may be considered medically
necessary.
Cosmetic contact lenses are used to correct the same conditions that eyeglasses correct:


Myopia (nearsightedness)



Hyperopia (farsightedness)



Astigmatism (distorted vision)



Presbyopia (need for bifocals)

The health of your eyes should be your main concern. Choose an optometrist who is knowledgeable and experienced
with contact lenses. It is recommended that all patients have a back-up pair of eyeglasses.

III TYPES OF CONTACT LENSES
Many types of contact lenses are available. The type of contacts you use depends on your particular situation. Your
optometrist will be able to help you choose from the following types of lenses.

3.1 Soft contact lenses
These are the most common type of contact lenses currently prescribed. These lenses are made materials that
incorporate water, which makes them soft and flexible and allows oxygen to reach the cornea.Daily disposable
lenses: Although generally more expensive, they carry a lower infection riskTwo week or monthly disposable
lenses: for daily wear Toric contact lenses: Correct moderate astigmatismBifocal contact lenses: can be helpful for
patients that need reading and distance correction but may not be right for everyone.

3.2. Gas-permeable lenses
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These lenses are also known as "RGPs." They are rigid or "hard" lenses made of plastics combined with other
materials—such as silicone and fluoropolymers—that allow oxygen in the air to pass directly through the lens. For
this reason, they are called "gas permeable." For the safety of your eyes, it is recommended that contacts should be
removed at bedtime due to risk of infection and risk of contact lens intolerance.

IV SYSTEM DESIGN
4.1. System Architecture

4.2. Module Description
4.2.1 Preprocessing
The contact lens boundaries of iris region are detected. Each iris image is divided into three regions: (1) pupil, (2)
iris, and (3) sclera. For the NDCLD’13 dataset, the segmentation information is provided. For the IIIT-D dataset, the
segmentation is obtained using commercially available iris recognition SDK3. Segmentation for each image was
verified by hand and adjusted manually in the case of large segmentation errors. The boundaries of the sclera region
are determined by two circles with the same center point as the limbic circle but with different radii. The inner
radius is 20px smaller than the limbic boundary and the outer radius is 60px larger than the limbic boundary in
original image coordinates in an attempt to capture contact lens boundaries that may have shifted into the iris region
while also limiting the amount of eyelid and eyelash occlusion.
The preprocessing will be applied to the training images, in order to improve the images to make it capable for
further processing. Histogram eaualization technique is applied for preprocessing of images. Histogram equalization
is a method in image processing of contrast adjustment using the image's histogram. Histogram equalization often
produces unrealistic effects in photographs, it is very useful for scientific images like thermal, satellite or x-ray
images, often the same class of images that user would apply false-color to. Also histogram equalization can
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produce undesirable effects (like visible image gradient) when applied to images with low color depth. Example, if
applied to 8-bit image displayed with 8-bit gray-scale palette it will further reduce color depth (number of unique
shades of gray) of the image. Histogram equalization will work the best when applied to images with much higher
color depth than palette size, like continuous data or 16-bit gray-scale images.
After preprocessing, haar wavelet transform is applied to small detailed level of features from the input images. Haar
wavelet transformation is done by using following 4 steps.
4.2.2 Localization
Iris localization or segmentation segments the iris from the rest of the acquired image. The main steps in
Localization are determining the boundary of iris and pupil, removal of eyelids and eyelashes.
The iris is acquired as a part of a larger image that contains data derived from the surrounding eye region. So it is
important to localize that portion of the image that corresponds to iris Iris localization or segmentation segments the
iris from the rest of the acquired image. The main steps in Localization are determining the boundary of iris and
pupil, removal of eyelids and eyelashes. To detect the iris and pupil contour we make use of Daugman’s integrodifferential operator. The integro- differential operator is defined as

Where A (x, y) is the eye image, r is the radius of search, GSσ(r) is a Gaussian smoothing function and s is the
contour of the circle given by r, x, y. The operator searches for the circular path where there is maximum change in
pixel values, by varying the radius and centre x and y positions of the circular contour. The operator is applied
iteratively with the amount of smoothing progressively reduced in order to attain precise localization. The output
yields the centre co-ordinates and radius of iris and pupil. Linear Hough transform is then used to detect the eyelids
and eyelashes.
4.2.3 Normalization
The iris region is successfully segmented from an eye image, the next stage is to transform the iris region so that it
has fixed dimensions in order to allow comparisons. The dimensional inconsistencies between eye images are
mainly due to the stretching. The normalization process will produce iris regions, which have the same constant
dimensions, so that two photographs of the same iris under different conditions will have characteristic features at
the same spatial location.
A number of data points are selected along each radial line and this is defined as the radial resolution(r) and it is in
vertical dimension. The number of radial lines going around the iris region is defined as the angular resolution (Ɵ)
and it is in horizontal dimension. If the pupil is non-concentric to the iris, a remapping formula is needed to rescale
points depending on the angle around the circle. This is given by
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Where displacement of the centre of the pupil relative to the centre of the iris is give by X, Y and r’ is the distance
between the edge of the pupil and the edge of the iris at angle Ɵ around the region, and a is the radius of the iris.
4.2.4 Feature Extraction
The Haar wavelet is one of the simplest wavelet transforms which can transform huge data sets to considerably
smaller representations. Here we use Haar wavelet transform to extract features from the iris region. De-composing
images with wavelet transform yields a multi-resolution from detailed image to approximation images in each level.
De-composing images with wavelet transform yields a multi-resolution from detailed image to approximation
images in each level. If images of size N x M are taken then it is decomposed up to K th level where K= 1, 2, 3 etc.
The quadrants (sub-images) within the image indicated as LH, HL, and HH represent detailed images for horizontal,
vertical, and diagonal orientation, respectively in the first level. The sub-image LL corresponds to an approximation
image that is further decomposed, resulting in two-level wavelet decomposition.
4.2.5 Matching
The a live iris is presented for comparison, the iris pattern is processed and encoded into Iris template Code. The Iris
Code derived from this process is compared with previously stored Iris Code. This process is pattern matching.
Pattern matching evaluates the goodness of match between the newly acquired iris pattern and the candidate’s data
base entry.
Based on this goodness of match final decision is taken whether acquired data does or doesn’t come from the same
iris as does the database entry. Hamming distance is used as the distance measure which is given as

Where Xi and Yi are query and database iris codes and B number of bits.
4.2.6 Modal Training Using SVM
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The feature sets described in feature extraction is treated as an independent dataset for the purposes of model
training.Support Vector Machines(SVMs) construct a decision surface in the feature space that bisects the two
categories and maximizes the margin of separation between two classes of points. This decision surface can then be
used as a basis for classifying points of unknown class. Suppose we have N training data points {(x1, y1), (x2, y2),
….., (xN, yN)} where xi ϵ Rd and yi ϵ {+1, -1}. The problem of finding a maximal margin separating hyperplane
can be written as

min
w ,b

1 T
w w subject to yi (wTxi - b)  1 i=1,….,N
2

This is a convex quadratic programming problem. Introducing Lagrange multipliers α and solving to get the Wolfe
dual, we get:
N

maximize LD   α i 
α

i 1

Subject to:

1
 α i α j y i y j x i .x j
2 i, j

α  0,  α i y i  0
i

The solution of the primal problem is given by
W=
To train the SVM, we search through the feasible region of the dual problem and maximize the objective function.
The optimal solution can be checked using the KKT conditions.

4.3Performance evaluation
4.3.1 Accuracy
The performance of the proposed system can be compared by using the precision and Accuracy measurement. The
accuracy of the classifier for the proposed methods is evaluated based on the error rate. This error rate can be
described by the terms true and false positive and true and false negative as follows.
True Positive (TP): Abnormal cases correctly classified
True Negative (TN): Normal cases correctly classified.
False Positive (FP): Normal cases classified abnormal
False Negative (FN): Abnormal cases classified normal
4.3.2 Precision
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The precision or positive predictive value is defined as the proportion of the true positives against all the positive
results (both true positives and false positives)
Precision =

V SIMULATION RESULT
5.1.Input image

Iris with no iens

Iris with textured lens

Iris with soft lens
5.2 Segmented image
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Iris localization or segmentation segments the iris from the rest of the acquired image. The main steps in
Localization are determining the boundary of iris and pupil, removal of eyelids and eyelashes. Segment the iris by
min-max algorithm It form boundary around the iris position and iris position converted into square form.

5.3.square image

5.4.Output
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Unknown image are given as test image after feature extraction ,the value are compared with trained image values
.By using SVM algorithm classification is done Classified output is coloured lens

VI CONCLUSION
The present work proposes SVM Based Lens detection method using two additional features namely iris edge
sharpness and Iris-Texton features for characterizing visual primitives of Iris textures for textured and soft contact
lens based iris. Wearing of contact lenses, both soft contacts and textured ―cosmetic" soft contacts, degrades the
accuracy of iris recognition. With clear soft contacts, the effect is a relatively small increase in the false non-match
rate. With textured contact lenses, the effect is a major increase in the false non-match rate. Therefore, textured
contact lenses could provide an effective way for someone on an iris recognition watch list to evade detection. The
proposed work uses Iris-Texton feature and co- edge sharpness based features, for detecting counterfeit iris with
printed contact lens in iris recognition system. Two different contact lens iris image datasets have been collected for
this purpose, independently in different countries, using different iris sensors and sampling different brands of
contact lenses and classified by using Proximal SVM.
6.1 Future Work
Further experimentation will attempt to improve the soft lens detection rate. More advanced features than the simple
binary patterns evaluated in this work may yield higher correct classification rates. Future work will simplify
features and classifiers to only those actually needed. Analyzing the existing lens detection algorithms suggest that,
though incorporating lens detection algorithms may improve the verification performance, designing better and
improved lens detection algorithm is of paramount interest. HAAR WAVELET is use to conduct the research in
developing contact lens invariant feature extraction and matching algorithm.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the comprehensive reviews for mitigation of the harmonic problems in the power supply
which is caused by the non-linear characteristic based loads. The presence of harmonics leads to transformer
heating, electromagnetic interference and solid state device mal-functioning. Hence keeping in view of the
above concern, research has been carried out to mitigate harmonics. The most popular and best modulation
method used among Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique is Space Vector Modulation (SVM) method as it
generates low total harmonic distortion (THD). This paper also represents the current status of mitigation of
power quality problems by FACTS controllers. The authors strongly believe that the literature survey will be
very much useful to the researchers for finding out the relevant references in the field of power quality problems
mitigated by FACTS controllers.

Keywords: Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems (FACTS), Space vector pulse width
modulation (SVPWM), Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM), Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD), Voltage Source Inverter (VSI).
I. INTRODUCTION
Space Vector Modulation was first introduced by the German researchers in the mid of 1980s. This technique
showed several advantages over the traditional pulse width modulation (PWM) technique. SVM technique can
maximize the output voltage and also reduce the switching number at the same carrier frequency of the PWM
method. A number of pulse width modulation (PWM) schemes are used to obtain variable voltage and
frequency supply. The most widely used PWM schemes for three-phase voltage source inverters are carrierbased sinusoidal PWM and space vector PWM (SVPWM). There is an increasing trend of using space vector
PWM (SVPWM) because of their easier digital realization and better DC bus utilization [1-3]. Moreover, it
gives a higher output voltage for the same DC bus voltage, lower switching losses, and better harmonic
performance in comparison to carrier based sinusoidal pulse width modulation [4]. In SVM technique, the
combined effect of three phases is considered as one vector. Firstly, three phases are converted into two phases
for simplicity [5]. Here space vectors are expressed as any time varying quantities which always sum to zero and
are separated by 120° are expressed as space vectors. Facts device is an effective solution for regulation of
voltage and compensation of reactive power. The most common configuration of the solid state device consists
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of voltage source inverter and DC voltage source. By injecting a variable magnitude current at the point of
common coupling PCC, which is almost in quadrature with the line voltage, a Statcom can insert reactive power
into a power system resulting in either unity power factor (UPF) or by voltage regulation to the required value.

II. SPACE VECTOR PULSE WIDTH MODULATION (SVPWM): BASIC SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION
As we know that at high power levels, low switching frequencies of solid- state devices resulting in poor power
quality or decreased power quality leads to a distortions which is present in both current and voltage waveforms.
This SVPWM control methodology with series Active Power Filter can be used to compensate the Power
Quality distortions. This modulation technique aims to derive the pulse width for active vectors for each
sampling interval which helps to contribute in Line-to-Line voltages. The performance of this technique will be
superior when the optimal sequence is within the interval of sampling.
SVPWM algorithm helps to manage in the reactive power flow which results in power factor to be in unity. It
also have been studied both under steady- state and transient conditions at the point of common coupling, the
supply current is in phase with the voltage. The Reactive power can be control by extracting the quadrature
component of load current then injecting the corresponding compensating current at transmission side. It can
also be controlled by developing soft computing technique which is adaptive in nature, insensitive to the
variation of parameter and it does not require any mathematical model of the system to be designed and then
comparing it with the methodology which leads to significant reduction in switching frequency which can be
considered as an advantage in high power application with space vector modulation technique.
Fig 1 shows the basic space vector with eight switching states and space vector voltage.

III. LITERATURE REVIEWS
The literature reviews by various researchers has been presented with different modulation techniques. The
objective of the literature survey starts with the use of non-linear loads with the location of harmonics emerging
at high power level. The main reason of harmonic for both current and voltage are because of the transmission
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system used in various power electronic devices such as Cyclo-converters, chopper, rectifiers and all other nonlinear equipments.
In 1990, Bimal k bose proposed a new advance adaptive hysteresis band control pulse width modulation
technique in which a systematic mathematical analysis and derivation of band expressions as a function of
supply parameters and load machines for loaded cases. To maintain the modulation frequency to be nearly
constant, this adaptive hysteresis band is modulated as a function of system parameters.
In 2002, K. Zhou and D. Wang stated in paper that discussion of the switching pattern of space vector
modulation and the type of carrier wave has been established. The relationships between modulated signal and
space vectors have been studied. All relationships provide a universal platform both for implement
transformation between space vector modulation and carrier based PWM but also to develop different
performance of PWM modulator. They are all independent of the type of load.
S. K. Jain and et al in 2002 described that to improve the power quality, an FLC control system have been
studied by compensating harmonics and reactive power requirement of the non-linear load. The performance of
the same has been studied by comparing the PI Controller. Simulation results have been verified by successfully
developing prototype model with sensing line current. The THD is below 5% of the harmonic limit imposed by
IEEE-519 standard after compensation. For the design of membership function and rule sets, a genetic algorithm
has been proposed.
In 2004 D. Banupriya and Dr. K. Sheela Sobana Rani presented the mathematical model of a SVM based three
phase inverter is formulated and matlab simulation has been done. From the result it can be given that THD can
be reduced and the zero sequence circulating current can also be reduced. This simulation model can be applied
to various applications of motor and also to non-linear loads to get less distorted results.
Also in 2004, researcher L.P. Ling and N.A. Azli proposed that in spite of changing loads, APF has managed to
produce compensated harmonics current. The tolerance band for outer and inner bands is set to 8% and 4% of
the maximum harmonics current respectively. The tolerance band has to be reconsidered if the load of the
system is dynamic due to changing magnitude of the harmonic current. A proper switching vector has been
provided by SVM Based HCC by detecting the region and vectors of each state. By setting the smaller tolerance
bands, better compensated harmonics current can be obtained.
With the same year other researcher Ma Hao and et al proposed algorithm that calculates the duty cycles directly
in each space vector plane of space voltage vectors so that the power quality of the PWM rectifiers can be
improved.
In the continuining year 2004, M.I. Marei and et al presented a new scheme for a STATCOM, with a current
regulated PWM inverter using SVM based HCC technique. Control of reactive power is main aim of a
STATCOM. This technique combined the advantages of both SVM and HCC techniques with reduction in
switching frequency. This system is being sensitive to system parameter variation with a negligible response
time. Here, the analysis and evaluation of performance with fast dynamic response in load conditions for large
sudden variations.
Other researchers namely P. Ponce and Juan C. Ramirez proposed scheme in the same year 2004 about various
switching sectors technique reduces the ripple flux and torque response with variable switching frequency. To
replace the selection table, this scheme is used with space vector modulation technique. This paper represents
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the best flux and torque dynamic response. Harmonic contents of the stator current signal are reduced by
keeping a constant switching frequency.
In 2007 Ahmed M. Massoud and et al proposed and described about space vector modulation scheme of two
level and extended upto five level inverter with a capacitor voltage control technique. For current controller,
predictive current was being used. Five-level phase shift SVM and Hybrid SVM were used as PWM
Techniques. Also for a higher number of levels, this capacitor balancing technique can be used. Instead of using
cycle by cycle rotation of PWM signals, cycles of rotation can be generalized for n-level inverter.
In IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics, another researcher Maria Isabel and et al in 2007 described that a
comparative analysis of four control strategies for shunt Active Power Filters installed in three-phase four wire
system with harmonic distortion has been provided. This strategy is the most sensitive to distortion and
imbalance in the voltages at the PCC. With zero sequence voltage components, this aim is not achieved in case
of three phase four-wire systems.
In 2007 S. Filizadeh, A. Mehrizi-sani, and P.L. Wilson stated that for the whole range of operation of
modulation with different switching strategies, this model is capable of generating firing pulse including the
conventional, bus-clamped and minimum loss SVM. They also stated that loss factors of conventional and
minimum-loss SVM methods are almost identical and lowest. Sinusoidal PWM method has intermediate
switching losses, but its WTHD is significantly higher.
Again the research has been carried out in 2009 by R. Arulmozhiyal and K. Baskaran in presented in the paper
simulation results for speed control of induction motor with fuzzy logic control has been implemented. It have
been proved that for same operation condition, fuzzy logic control gives better simulation results as compared to
PI controller for induction motor drives. The motor speed maintained constant at varying load. Also the motor
was working properly at lower speed levels.
With this continuing year other researcher Jose A. Restrepo and et al also designed a new optimum space vector
technique for power control and stated that switching strategy based optimum rectifier space vector voltage for
DPC have shown the better alternative than the traditional table based DPC algorithm. The results have been
simulated and experimented and it provides less current ripple, faster tracking response, low harmonic injection,
constant switching response, and robustness. Due to parameter mismatching there is an undesirable cross
coupling between active and reactive power commands in experimental implementation. The instantaneous
response is limited by the control cycle period with this algorithm.
In 2011 Bindeshwar Singh and et al also stated in the paper presented a comprehensive survey on mitigation of
power quality problems like shortage of reactive power, poor voltage, low power factor, due to sudden change
in field excitation voltage and current harmonics, sudden increase in load, sudden fault occurring in the system
are solved by FACTS controller such as STATCOM and DSTATCOM.
Again in 2011, other researcher J. Mohan and Dr. B.V. Manikandan described in the paper that sequence of
vectors is similar for all group of rectifiers as they all have same neutral point connection at input and output
point to determine the gating pulses, it is important to verify the characteristics of the semi-conductor
arrangement. For the initiation of analysis of new converter topology, this semiconductor switching arrangement
may be used. In this proposed SVM technique, it is important to determine the sector to be imposed from input
voltage reference which reduced the number of switching commutation with number of switches and improves
the total converter efficiency.
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In 2011 Xiangsheng Li and et al described a simplified implementation of 3-D SVPWM for three-phase four leg
converters is being presented with two DPWM methods are proposed. By both simulation and experimental
result, an improved algorithm have been verified with following characteristics such as calculating duration
times of three switching vectors and improved means of selecting needed tetrahedron. This is one of the unified
control method with improved SVPWM algorithm. In this proposed algorithm, in order to obtain the on time of
the upper switch, there is no need to determine the tetrahedron or to calculate durations of three vectors.
In next year 2012, researcher Archana M. Kadam and et al presented the modeling of DSTATCOM. By
inserting DSTATCOM in the distribution line, mitigation of voltage sag can be done. Also THD can be reduced
by adding LCL passive filter to D-STATCOM which improves the power quality of the system. It has been
concluded that at the transmission level, DSTATCOM is similar to a STATCOM and its control scheme should
be such that in addition to complete reactive power compensation, voltage regulation and power factor
correction are also checked for achieving improved power quality levels at distribution line.
In 2012 J. Sompal and Venu Gopala Rao Mannam developed a control methodology using a discrete PWM and
SVPWM for Active Power Filter is proposed which require a few sensors and simple in sensors that is able to
compensate the harmonics and unbalanced loads. The proposed algorithm is able to reduce the complexity of the
control circuitry. Under non-linear condition, this harmonic spectrum shows better reduction of harmonics.
SVPWM is used for simulation study of two level inverter which generates less harmonic distortion in three
phase VSI.
With the same year Y. Satyanarayana and Dr. A. Srujana presented that there is no need to change control
parameters in fuzzy based system as the reference speed changes. But it does not work with conventional PI
controller. It has been obtained from the simulation result that for the same operation condition, fuzzy based
system shows better result as compared to PI controller based system mainly at the region when motor works at
low speed.
X. Wang and et al proposed in 2012 for a matrix converter under abnormal condition, a modified SVM strategy
is used in which the instantaneous vector magnitude of output and input voltage is used to calculate the
modulation index and input current phase angle. Thus, according to the distortion of the input voltage in time,
duty cycles of switch states can be adjusted. For both normal and abnormal input voltage conditions, this
strategy is used for the output voltages with reference.
With increasing year space vector technique advanced in reducing harmonics and various researcher Anjana
Manuel and Jebin Francis presented a project in 2013 for SVPWM inverter- fed AC motor drives, reviewed
Direct Torque Control strategies can be used. A viable field oriented control can be represented by this DTC
strategy which is being divided into two group that operates with Space vector Modulators: hysteresis- based
switching table DTC and constant switching frequency schemes. Later scheme improve the drive performance
with reduced torque and flux pulsations.
J. Wang and et al presented in 2013 that SVM can be separately applied to rectification and inversion stages of
the model, before all the switching states and duty ratios are converted and combined to produce the final gating
signals. This paper also proposes two switching patterns for the output pulses, and has demonstrated the better
waveform quality brought it.
In 2013 Kedar Patil stated that different voltage control techniques produced a range of harmonics on output
voltage. Also from the simulation results, it has been observed that in reducing the Lower order harmonics, Sine
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PWM is more effective as compared to hysteresis band PWM with low switching losses. By comparison of
different PWM techniques, power quality has been improved by giving higher output voltage, good linearity in
voltage and low harmonics contents in output voltage especially in low frequency region.
A comparative study is presented by K. Mounika and B. Kiran Babu in 2013 compared both the technique and
found that there is a tremendous decrease in lower order harmonics (LOH) in SVPWM. And also there is better
utilization of DC bus as compared with SPWM by about 15%. SVPWM proved to be a better technique as
compared to SPWM.
The analysis of space vector PWM has been carried out by P. Chaturvedi and A. Dubey in 2013 developed a
matlab simulation and examined the performance of three phase squirrel cage induction motor which is fed by a
three phase IGBT inverter connected to a DC Link Voltage source. By constant V/Hz block, speed control of
the motor is performed. By set point of the speed, magnitude and frequency of the stator voltages is governed.
In 2013 power quality problems by facts controller by Radha A. Krishna and CH. Kasi Rama Krishna Reddy
stated that flexible alternating current transmission system (FACTS) is a recent development in electrical power
system which gives remarkable influences on steady state variables. Control of interrelated parameters can be
achieved that rule the operation of the transmission system with serial impedance, derivation impedance, the
current, the voltage, the phase angle, and the muffling of oscillations to different frequencies under nominal
frequency.
Power quality problem by sinusoidal pulse width modulation in 2014 by researcher Darakhshan Majid and et al
stated the model of space vector PWM based neutral-point clamped rectifier model has been investigated and
the result has been experimentally validated. Both at the line side and load side, the converter operation gives
good power quality like sinusoidal source current at nearly unity power factor, reduced line current THD and
reduced rippled DC bus voltage. This system gives tremendous applications in various applications used in
industries.
With the help of Facts Controller, power quality problems can be mitigated and researcher Rajeev Kumar
Chauhan and J.P. Pandey in 2014 presented that mitigation techniques has been reviewed using FACTS devices
for various Power Quality issues such as voltage sag or dip, very short and long interruption, voltage spike,
voltage swells, etc. power system have been badly affected by this PQ issues and various problems arises like
breakdown of information technology equipment or may be stoppage of all equipment, circuit breakers trip
without being overloaded, automated systems stop for no apparent reason, electronic systems work in one
location but not in other location. Here, proper changes in perspective of PQ have been intended which is useful
and helpful in understanding the mitigation techniques using Facts Devices.

IV. CONCLUSION
In today‟s modern world, nonlinear loads are frequently used in our power system which is the major source of
power quality issues. This paper focuses on various research studies and literature surveys based on the space
vector pulse width modulation technique used to compensate variation in voltage such as sag, swell, etc. It can
also mitigate voltage dips and over-voltages, compensate reactive power of the load, unbalance in currents, and
can compensate unbalance in load voltages. In future, researcher must focus on the cost-effective mitigation
techniques that can be developed to simultaneously mitigate multiple power quality problems.
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ABSTRACT
Multiphase systems are the focus of research recently due to their inherent advantages compared to their threephase counterparts. This is a special transformer connection scheme to obtain a balanced five-phase supply
with the input as balanced three phases. The fixed voltage and fixed frequency available grid supply can be
transformed to the fixed voltage and fixed frequency five-phase output supply. Three separate cores are
designed with each carrying one primary and three secondary coils, except in one core where only two
secondary coils are used. The connection scheme of secondary windings to obtain a star output. The turn ratios
are different in each phase. The choice of turn ratio is the key in creating the requisite phase displacement in the
output phases. It is expected that the proposed connection scheme can be used in drives applications and may
also be further explored to be utilized in multiphase power transmission system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Multiphase (more than three phase) systems are the focus of research recently due to their inherent advantages
compared to their three-phase counterparts. The applicability of multiphase systems is explored in electric
power generation [1]–[2], transmission [3]–[4], and utilization [5]–[6]. The research on six-phase transmission
system was initiated due to the rising cost of transmission corridors, environmental issues, and various stringent
licensing laws. Six-phase transmission lines can provide the same power capacity with a lower phase-to-phase
voltage and smaller, more compact towers compared to a standard double-circuit three-phase line. Multiphase,
especially a 6-phase and 12-phase system is found to produce less ripple with a higher frequency of ripple in an
ac–dc rectifier system. Thus, 6- and 12-phase transformers are designed to feed a multi-pulse rectifier system
and the technology has matured. Recently, a 24- phase and 36-phase transformer system have been proposed for
supplying a multi-pulse rectifier system [7]–[8]. The reason of choice for a 6-, 12-, or 24-phase system is that
these numbers are multiples of three and designing this type of system is simple and straightforward. However,
increasing the number of phases certainly enhances the complexity of the system. None of these designs are
available for an odd number of phases, such as 5, 7, 11, etc., as far as the authors know. The usual practice is to
test the designed motor for a number of operating conditions with a pure sinusoidal supply to ascertain the
desired performance of the motor [9]. Normally, a no-load test, blocked rotor, and load tests are performed on a
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motor to determine its parameters. Although the supply used for a multiphase motor drive obtained from a
multiphase inverter could have more current ripple, there are control methods available to lower the current
distortion even below 1%, based on application and requirement. Hence, the machine parameters obtained by
using the pulse width-modulated (PWM) supply may not provide the precise true value. Thus, a pure sinusoidal
supply system available from the utility grid is required to feed the motor. This paper proposes a special
transformer connection scheme to obtain a balanced five-phase supply with the input as balanced three phases.
The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig 1. The fixed voltage and fixed frequency available
grid supply can be transformed to the fixed voltage and fixed frequency five-phase output supply. The output,
however, may be made variable by inserting the autotransformer at the input side.

Fig 1 Block Representation of the Proposed System
The input and output supply can be arranged in the following manner
1) input star, output star
2) input star, output polygon
3) input delta, output star
4) input delta, output polygon.

II. FIVE PHASE DRIVE SYSTEM
Variable speed electric drives predominately utilize three-phase machines. However, since the variable speed ac
drives require a power electronic converter for their supply (in vast majority of cases an inverter with a dc link),
the number of machine phases is essentially not limited. This has led to an increase in the interest in multi-phase
ac drive applications, since multi-phase machines offer some inherent advantages over their three-phase
counterpart. Major advantages of using a multi-phase machine instead of a three-phase machine are higher
torque density, greater efficiency, reduced torque pulsations, greater fault tolerance, and reduction in the
required rating per inverter leg (and therefore simpler and more reliable power conditioning equipment).
A simple open-loop five-phase drive structure is elaborated in Fig 2. The dc link voltage is adjusted from the
controlled rectifier by varying the conduction angles of the thyristors. The frequency of the fundamental output
is controlled from the IGBT based voltage source inverter. The inverter is operating in the quasi square wave
mode instead of more complex PWM mode. Thus the overall control scheme is similar to a three-phase drive
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system. Since the inverter is operating in square wave mode the analogue circuit based controller is much
simpler and cheaper compared to more sophisticated digital signal processor based control schemes. This type
of solution is very cheap and convenient for use in coarse applications such as water pumping. These types of
applications do not require fast dynamic response of drive systems and thus the need of high performance
control schemes do not arise.

Fig 2 A Simple Open-Loop Five-Phase Drive Structure

III. WINDING ARRANGEMENT FOR FIVE-PHASE STAR OUTPUT
Three separate cores are designed with each carrying one primary and three secondary coils, except in one core
where only two secondary coils are used. Six terminals of primaries are connected in an appropriate manner
resulting in star and/or delta connections and the 16 terminals of secondaries are connected in a different fashion
resulting in star or polygon output. The connection scheme arrangement of secondary windings to obtain a star
output is illustrated in Fig 3(a) and (b). The corresponding phasor diagram is illustrated in Fig 4.
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Fig 4 Phasor Diagram of the Proposed Transformer Connection (Star-Star)
The construction of output phases with requisite phase angles of 72 between each phase is obtained using
appropriate turn ratios, and the governing phasor equations are illustrated below. The turn ratios are different in
each phase. The choice of turn ratio is the key in creating the requisite phase displacement in the output phases.
The input phases are designated with letters “X” “Y”, and “Z” and the output are designated with letters “A”,
“B”, “C”, “D”, and “E”. As illustrated in Fig., the output phase “A” is along the input phase “X”. The output
phase “B” results from the phasor sum of winding voltage “c6c5” and “ b1b2”, the output phase “C” is obtained
by the phasor sum of winding voltages “a3a4 ” and “ b3b4”. The output phase “D” is obtained by the phasor
addition of winding voltages “ a3a4” and “ c1c2” and similarly output phase “E” results from the phasor sum of
the winding voltages “c3c4 ” and “b6b5 ”. In this way, five phases are obtained. The transformation from three
to five and vice-versa is further obtained by using the relation given below:
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The designed transformer is at first simulated by using “simpower system” block sets of the Matlab/Simulink
software. The inbuilt transformer blocks are used to simulate the conceptual design. The appropriate turn ratios
are set in the dialog box and the simulation is run. Turn ratios and Standard wire gauge (SWG) are shown in
Table 1.

Table1. Design of the Proposed Transformer
A brief design description for the turn ratio, wire gauge, and the geometry of the transformers are shown in the
fig 5(a). The simulation model is depicted in first fig 5(b) and the resulting input and output voltage waveforms
are illustrated in second fig 6.
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Fig.5 Geometry of the Transformer. (B) Matlab/Simulink Model of the Three- To Five-Phase
Transformation
It is balanced three-phase input. Individual output phases are, also, shown along with their respective input
voltages. The phase Va is not shown because Va=Vx (i.e., the input and the output phases are the same). There
was no earth current flowing when both sides neutrals were earthed. The input and output currents with earth
current waveforms are also shown in Fig 5. From this, we can say that the transformer, connected to the X input
line, carries 16.77% (19.5/16.7) more current than that of the other two transformers (or two phases). Due to this
efficiency, clearly seen that the output is a balanced five-phase supply for a the overall transformer set is slightly
lower than the conventional three-phase transformer.
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Fig 6 (A) Input Vy and Vz Phases and Output Vb Phase Voltage Waveforms. (B) Input Vy and Vx Phases
and Output Vc Phase Voltage Waveforms. (C) Input Vz and Vx Phases and Output Vd Phase Voltage
Waveforms
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V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new transformer connection scheme to transform the three-phase grid power to a fivephase output supply. The connection scheme and the phasor diagram along with the turn ratios are illustrated.
The successful implementation of the proposed connection scheme is elaborated by using simulation and
experimentation. A five-phase induction motor under a loaded condition is used to prove the viability of the
transformation system. It is expected that the proposed connection scheme can be used in drives applications
and may also be further explored to be utilized in multiphase power transmission systems.
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ABSTRACT
The CMOS technology scales down to nano scale and memories are combined with an increasing number of
electronic systems; the error rate in memory cells is rapidly increasing. Especially error occurs when memories
operate in space satellites due to ionizing effects of atmospheric neutron, alpha-particle, and cosmic rays. SRAM
Based FPGA’s are used mostly in Space satellites, which are sensitive to Radiation. Although single bit upset is a
major concern about memory reliability, Multiple Cell Upsets have become a serious reliability concern. In order to
make memory cells as fault-tolerant as possible, some error correction codes have been widely used to protect
memories. Decimal Matrix Code (DMC) is proposed to detect and correct multiple bit errors that occur due to
Radiation. The proposed DMC utilizes decimal algorithm to obtain the maximum error detection capability. Xilinx
ISE 13.2 Software is used for the simulation outputs. Moreover, the Encoder-Reuse Technique is proposed to
minimize the area overhead of extra circuits without disturbing the whole encoding and decoding processes.
Encoder Reuse Technique uses DMC encoder itself to be part of the decoder. The Simulation output shows that the
Decimal Matrix Code is more effective than existing Hamming and Matrix codes in terms of Error Correction
Capability. The Power consumption is reduced in DMC. The Proposed DMC method has superior level of
protection against Multiple Cell Upsets.

Keywords – Decimal Matrix Codes, Error Correction Capability, Error Correction Codes, Radiation
Effects, SRAM based FPGA.
I. INTRODUCTION
Field-programmable gate arrays are now widely used for the implementation of digital systems. FPGA is the densest
and most advanced programmable logic device.
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1.1 SRAM based FPGA
Since 1990’s, reconfigurable, static random-access memory based field programmable gate arrays have become
increasingly attractive to designers of space-based systems due to their on-orbit reconfigurability, low development
cost, and flexible design flow.
FPGAs are well suited to space-based digital signal processing tasks, providing the possibility for orders of
magnitude increases in performance over processor-based implementations. Unfortunately, the technology making
SRAM-based FPGAs reconfigurable also leaves them especially vulnerable to radiation-induced errors in the space
environment when compared to traditional non-reconfigurable FPGA designs for space applications.

1.2 Radiation Effects on SRAM based FPGA
Single event effects are the electrical disturbances caused by an energetic charged particle's ionization of a silicon
lattice in an electronic device. The passage of a single charged particle through a device or a sensitive region of a
microcircuit can induce single event effect. The Fig. 1 shows a representation of a charged particle depositing charge
as it passes through the physical structure of a transistor.

Fig. 1 Charge Deposition in a Transistor
In order for a charge particle like heavy ion or proton to affect the operation of a circuit, it must transfer sufficient
charge to a transistor gate such that the transistor's output state changes.

1.3 Error Correction Codes
Error detection and correction or error control is the techniques that enable reliable delivery of digital data over
unreliable communication channels. Many communication channels are subject to channel noise, and thus errors
may be introduced during transmission from the source to a receiver. Error detection techniques allow detecting
such errors, while error correction enables reconstruction of the original data in many cases. Error detection is the
detection of errors caused by noise or other impairments during transmission from the transmitter to the receiver.
Error correction is the detection of errors and reconstruction of the original, error-free data. The general idea for
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achieving error detection and correction is to add redundant bits that are some extra data to the message, where
receivers check consistency of the delivered message, and to recover data determined to be corrupted.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM
Several techniques are used to mitigate upsets in memories.

2.1 Hamming Codes
Hamming code is a form of linear error correcting code that can detect up to two-bit error or correct one-bit errors
without detection of uncorrected errors. By contrast, the simple parity code cannot correct errors but can only detect
odd number of error bits. The decoder can detect and correct a single error and at the same time detect a double
error. If the decoder does not attempt to correct errors it can detect up to three errors.
Software-based Hamming codes can be used to improve the reliability of the most important sections of memory.
Memory is used to store information of various types. Some types of information require strong protection against
errors, while other types do not.

2.2 Matrix Codes
Matrix Code is based on combining Hamming codes and Parity codes in a matrix format so the detection and
correction of multiple faults is achieved. The protection bits are used in a matrix format. The n-bit code word is
divided into k1 sub words of width k2. A (k1, k2) matrix is formed where and represent the numbers of rows and
columns, respectively. For each of the k1 rows, the check bits are added for single error correction/double error
detection. Another k2 bits are added as vertical parity bits.

2.3 Drawbacks of Existing System
The main drawback of the existing system is that the error correction capability is less. The Hamming codes are
capable of detecting and correcting only single bit error. It has higher area overhead. The Matrix Codes are capable
of detecting and correcting only two errors.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Decimal Matrix Code is proposed to assure reliability in the presence of MCUs with reduced performance
overheads. A 32-bit word is encoded and decoded in this proposed method to detect and correct errors.

3.1 System Architecture
In the proposed DMC, first, the divide-symbol and arrange-matrix ideas are performed, i.e., the N-bit word is
divided into k symbols of m bits (N = k × m), and these symbols are arranged in a k1 × k2 2-D matrix (k = k1 × k2,
where the values of k1 and k2 represent the numbers of rows and columns in the logical matrix respectively). The
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DMC does not require changing the physical structure of the memory. To explain the proposed DMC scheme, 32-bit
word is taken as an example, as shown in TABLE I

TABLE I : LOGICAL ORGANIZATION OF 32 – BIT DATA
Data in Memory (32 Bits) (D0-D31)
Symbol 3

Symbol 2

Symbol 1

Symbol 0

D15D14D13D12

D11D10D9D8

D7D6D5D4

D3D2D1D0

Symbol 7

Symbol 6

Symbol 5

Symbol 4

D31D30D29D28

D27D26D25D24

D23D22D21D20

D19D18D17D16

The cells from D0 to D31 are information bits. This 32-bit word has been divided into eight symbols of 4-bit. k1 = 2
and k2 = 4 have been chosen simultaneously. However, it should be mentioned that the maximum correction
capability i.e., the maximum size of MCUs can be corrected and the number of redundant bits are different when the
different values for k and m are chosen.
Therefore, k and m should be carefully adjusted to maximize the correction capability and minimize the number of
redundant bits. In order to enhance the reliability of memory, the error correction capability is first considered, so k
= 2 × 4 and m = 4 are utilized to construct DMC.

3.2 System Design
First, during the encoding (write) process, information bits D are fed to the DMC encoder, and then the horizontal
redundant bits H and vertical redundant bits V are obtained from the DMC encoder. When the encoding process is
completed, the obtained DMC codeword is stored in the memory. The proposed schematic of fault-tolerant memory
is depicted in Fig. 2

Fig. 2 Block Diagram of Fault Tolerant Memory
If MCUs occur in the memory, these errors can be corrected in the decoding (read) process. Due to the advantage of
decimal algorithm, the proposed DMC has higher fault-tolerant capability with lower performance overheads. In the
fault-tolerant memory, the Encoder Reuse technique is proposed to reduce the area overhead of extra circuits.
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3.3 Proposed DMC Encoder
In the proposed DMC Encoder, the horizontal redundant bits H are produced by performing decimal integer addition
of selected symbols per row. Here, each symbol is regarded as a decimal integer. The vertical redundant bits V are
obtained by binary operation among the bits per column. The Logical Organization of Information and Redundant
Bits in the Fig. 3,

Fig. 3 Logical Organization of Information and Redundant Bits
H0 - H19 are horizontal check bits; V0 - V15 are vertical check bits;
The horizontal redundant bits H can be obtained by decimal integer addition as follows:
H4H3H2H1H0=D3D2D1D0+D11D10D9D8

(1)

H9H8H7H6H5=D7D6D5D4+D15D14D13D12

(2)

Similarly for the horizontal redundant bits H14H13H12H11H10 and H19H18H17H16 H15, where “+” represents decimal
integer addition.
For the vertical redundant bits V,
V0 = D0 ⊕ D16

(3)

V1 = D1 ⊕ D17

(4)

Similarly for the rest of the vertical redundant bits.

Fig. 4 Block Diagram of DMC Encoder
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The encoding can be performed by decimal and binary addition operations from equations (1) to (4). The encoder
that computes the redundant bits using multi bit adders and XOR gates is shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, H 0 - H19 are
horizontal redundant bits, V15 - V0 are vertical redundant bits, and the remaining bits U31 - U0 are the information bits
which are directly copied from D31 - D0.

3.4 Proposed DMC Decoder
To obtain a word being corrected, the decoding process is required. For example, first, the received redundant bits
H4’H3’H2’H1’H0’and V0’ – V3’ are generated by the received information bits D’.
Second, the horizontal syndrome bits ΔH4H3H2H1H0 and the corresponding vertical syndrome bits S3 - S0 can be
calculated as follows:
ΔH4H3H2H1H0 = H4’H3’H2’H1’H0’ - H4H3H2H1H0

(5)

S0 = V0’ ⊕ V0

(6)

Similarly for the rest of the Horizontal and Vertical syndrome bits, where “-” represents decimal integer subtraction.
When ΔH4 H3 H2 H1 H0 and S3 – S0 are equal to zero, the stored codeword has original information bits in symbol 0
where no errors occur. When ΔH4 H3 H2 H1 H0 and S3 – S0 are nonzero, the induced errors (the number of errors is 4
in this case) are detected and located in symbol 0, and then these errors can be corrected by
DCorrect = D0 ⊕ S0

(7)

The proposed DMC decoder is depicted in Fig. 5, which is made up of the following sub modules, and each executes
a specific task in the decoding process: syndrome calculator, error locator, and error corrector. It can be observed
from this figure that the redundant bits must be recomputed from the received information bits D’ and compared to
the original set of redundant bits in order to obtain the syndrome bits ΔH and S. Then error locator uses ΔH and S to
detect and locate which bits some errors occur in.

Fig. 5 Block Diagram of Decoder with ERT Technique
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If the horizontal syndrome bits are non zero, it is able to find the symbol in which the error occurs. If the vertical
syndrome bits are non zero, it is able to find which particular bit is affected by the radiation particle. Finally, in the
error corrector, these errors can be corrected by inverting the values of error bits.

Table II : ENCODER REUSE TECHNIQUE
Extra
Circuit

Encoder

En Signal
Function

Read

Write

Signal

Signal

0

1

Encoding

1

0

Compute
Syndrome Bits

In the proposed scheme, the circuit area of DMC is minimized by reusing its encoder. This is called the Encoder
Reuse Technique. This technique can reduce the area overhead of DMC without disturbing the whole encoding and
decoding processes. From TABLE II, it can be observed that the DMC encoder is also reused for obtaining the
syndrome bits in DMC decoder. Therefore, the whole circuit area of DMC can be minimized as a result of using the
existent circuits of encoder. Besides, this table also shows the proposed decoder with an enable signal En for
deciding whether the encoder needs to be a part of the decoder.

3.5 Advantages of DMC
From the previous discussion, it has been shown that error detection based on binary algorithm can detect only odd
number of errors. When the decimal algorithm is used, it is able to detect both even and odd number of errors. The
reason is that the operation mechanism of decimal algorithm is different from that of binary. DMC uses Encoder
Reuse Technique, so that the area is reduced. The advantages are listed as follows,
1.

Able to detect even and odd number of errors

2.

Reduced Area overhead by the use of Encoder Reuse Technique

3.

Reduced delay by the use of Decimal algorithm

IV. SIMULATION OUTPUTS
The Input Output waveform for the 5 Bit Error Correction using DMC method is shown in the Fig. 6
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Fig. 6 Input Output Waveform for DMC - 5 Bit Error Correction
The TABLE III shows the Error correction Capability of various ECC’s.

TABLE III : ERROR CORRECTION CAPABILITY

Type of

No. of

No. of

Error

Error

Information

Redundant

correction

Correction

Bits

Bits

capability

32

36

5

32

28

2

32

7

1

Code used
Proposed
DMC
Matrix
Code
Hamming
Code

The results show that the Error correction capability is increased by using the Decimal Matrix Code (DMC) to 5
bits. The various other parameters such as Delay, Total Power and Device Utilization Summary are shown in the
TABLE IV for various Error Correction Codes.
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TABLE IV : PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Type of

Device Utilization

Code used

Slice
Register

Proposed

Slice

4

Delay

Power

Bound
IO

Total

(ns)

(W)

Flip

Input

Flops

LUTs

171

32

299

96

17.587

0.121

164

32

291

96

14.548

0.105

1350

32

2682

84

17.133

0.163

DMC
Matrix
Code
Hamming
code

It is clear that the Hamming code has occupied more area in terms of slice registers and 4 input LUT’s when
compared to Matrix and Decimal Matrix Codes. The Matrix Codes has less delay, power and occupied less area in
terms of slice registers and 4 Input LUT’s than other two codes. But it has a major disadvantage that it corrects only
up to 2 bit errors. The Proposed DMC has main advantage that it consumes less power and has intermediate delay
and area between the other two codes.

V. CONCLUSION
Error correction codes are used to improve the memory protection and make the memory fault free. The various
ECC are used to detect the occurrence of error and also correct the detected ones. However the error detection
capability and the overheads vary based on the codes used. The proposed protection code DMC utilized decimal
algorithm to detect errors, so that more errors were detected and corrected. The DMC enhances the error correction
capability up to 5 bits. The obtained results showed that the proposed scheme has a superior protection level against
large Multiple Cell Upsets in memory.
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ABSTRACT
In this research paper a new algorithm is proposed for solving the problem of Image Registration. Image
Registration involves the different techniques which can be used for the integration of various images. The images
that have to be integrated can be taken from different directions, at different time periods or distances and from
different sensors having varying configuration. The images collected through any source have to be integrated or
combined into a composite image to obtain meaningful information. In present work a new algorithm is proposed to
solve this problem. The proposed algorithm is based on the Swarm Intelligence technique called “Grey Wolf
Optimization”.

Keywords: Affine Transform, Grey Wolf Optimizer, Image Registration, Similarity Measure

I INTRODUCTION
Image Registration is an important concept in the field of Computer Vision. It is used in a variety of areas. It can be
used in medical imaging systems. In medical imaging the images of the various internal body organs or body parts
are taken with the help of numerous medical instruments and sensors. For a single body part many images may be
produced with different viewpoints. The produced images have to be aligned with respect to each other to obtain
more meaningful information as compared to the individual images. The same technique is useful in the area of
armed forces. In this area image registration can be used for target recognition. This automatic target recognition
can be used in aerial vehicles and missiles. It can also be applied on data obtained by individual satellites.
The image registration algorithms align all the images corresponding to a single reference image. The images may
be transformed, scaled, rotated or sheared with respect to the reference image. Various techniques and algorithms
have been developed previously to solve this problem. Some of the previous techniques are enumerated in Table 1.
In this research paper a new algorithm is proposed to solve the image registration problem. In the next section an
overview of the technique which inspired the proposed algorithm is given.
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II GREY WOLF OPTIMIZER
This technique was proposed by Mirjalili et al. in 2014 [1]. It imitates the hunting behavior of grey wolves. The
algorithm classifies the grey wolfs into 4 classes:-

Table 1: Techniques for Image Registration
Techniques

Features

Correlation Based

These methods compare the intensities of the source image and the reference image. The
intensity can be compared by using various correlation metrics. These can register entire
images as well as some part or sub-regions of an image [2].
These methods register the images by considering characteristic features of an image like
points, lines or contours. The features selected for registering should be free from any
local distortion [3].
These methods use high statistical features. Here color image segmentation is used for
finding distinct regions. The mean is calculated for color of interest in the image. Pixels
of the image can be classified as whether they have the color of interest or not. After the
classification the two classes of image are colored in black and white to obtain
segmented image. Contours are extracted for the binary images for performing image
registration.
These methods register the images taken by different sensors having different
configuration. The images obtained may vary enormously in resolution, color, depth,
contrast etc.
These methods preserve the spectral characteristics of images. Different wavelets can be
applied to the images and the coefficients can be computed. Examples of wavelets used
are Daubechies wavelet and orthogonal wavelets [2].
In this method principal component analysis is used for image alignment. It is based on
the statistical properties of vector representation.

Feature Based

Contour Based

Multi-modal Methods

Wavelet Transform Based

Hotelling Transform Based
Curve Based

In these methods the process of curve matching is used to register images.

Atlas Based

When one image is taken from a ‘patient’ and the other images from ‘normal subjects’
then such registration is called atlas registration. It has an enormous use in medical
diagnosis.
Soft computing techniques like artificial neural networks, support vector machines, fuzzy
sets and optimization algorithms are also used to register images.

Soft Computing Based

a)

Alpha

b) Beta
c)

Gamma

d) Delta
The grey wolf optimizer is a meta-heuristic technique [4]. Meta-heuristic techniques are used to find solutions for
optimization problems. These techniques find the best solution to a problem with the constraints of the time required
and the amount of information known. Nowadays, these techniques are very popular in many disciplines. These
techniques are known for their simplicity, flexibility and the ability of finding the optimal solution. They are
applicable to a variety of problems without changing their basic structure.
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In the grey wolf optimizer algorithm the best solution is termed as alpha, the second best solution is called beta and
the third best solution is called gamma. The rest of the solutions are termed as omega. The solution construction
mechanism of this algorithm consists of three phases. The first phase consists of searching for the solution i.e.
tracking, chasing and approaching the prey in terms of grey wolves. The second phase consists of exploiting the
search space for finding better solution’s i.e. pursuing the prey. The last phase consists of solving the problem based
on the best solution i.e. attacking the prey. This is a new technique related to swarm intelligence. In swarm
intelligence, unlike other problem solving techniques a set of agents simultaneously construct solutions. It is an
iterative approach to problem solving. The grey wolf optimizer is a new approach and has not been applied in many
areas.

III PROPOSED ALGORITHM
A new algorithm is proposed based on grey wolf optimizer for solving the image registration problem. A typical
registration problem consists of the following steps:1) Assigning the reference tag to an image: A single image from the database is taken as the reference image.
All the other images will be aligned with respect to that image.
2) Making the initial transformation on the source image: The image which has to be aligned with respect to
the reference image is called the source image and an initial transformation is applied on it.
3) Improving the initial transformation: The first transformation obtained is not always perfect, as such a
procedure for improving the initial transformation is also present.
4) Final registration corresponding to the best transformation obtained.
In the proposed algorithm a linear transformation model will be used namely the ‘Affine transformation’ to perform
the appropriate transformation. The affine transformation has many advantages. The affine transformations preserve
the collinearity condition and ratios of distances. These use a combination of various operations like: Rotation,
Translation, Reflection, Shear and Similarity Transformations [5]. The framework of the algorithm is shown in the
Fig.1. As the first step a sample image will be taken as the reference image. The image that has to be registered will
be called the source image. The number of agents or grey wolfs that will search for solution will be proportional to
the size of the reference image. The criterion for the proportionality is shown in (1).
(1)
The agents will use random affine transformation values to find the initial solution. After the first iteration the
quality of the transformation values obtained by different agents will be calculated. This quality will be based on the
similarity measure w.r.t. the reference image given by [6]. This similarity measure is used because it gives a good
speed performance tradeoff as compared to other approaches. The similarity measure used is given below:
(2)
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Where E[.] is the Expectation operator, T(x) is the target image, O(x) is the image to be registered, µO is the image
average of O(x), µT is the image average of T(x) and EC is the Exponential Correlation Similarity measure.
After calculating the similarity metric for all the agents the best three agents will be selected. After this step all the
other agents will transform the matrix obtained by the best three agents thereby exploiting the search space around
the best solution. In the next iteration the three best agents will compute new random matrix from the source image
(exploring). This process continues till the source image is completely registered with the target image i.e. it has the
maximum similarity value possible. In terms of probability and statistics the value of a correlation metric lies in the
interval [-1, +1]. As such the maximum value possible for the best solution is +1. After all the iterations are
completed we will get an optimized image registration.

Source
Image

Calculate the quality of
the solutions obtained
using the novel
Exponential Correlation
similarity measure

Initial Transformation (Random
filing of the affine matrix)

Number of
Agents

No
Perform exploration and
exploitation

Rank the solutions based
on similarity measure

Check if
similarity is
Maximum

Yes
STOP

Figure 1: Framework of the proposed Algorithm
The pseudo code of the algorithm is also presented in Fig. 2. In the pseudo code the overall functioning of the
algorithm is presented. The main function calls the CheckSimilarityValue function to compute the similarity of the
solutions corresponding to the reference image.
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Select Image as Reference image and Source image
Calculate the Number of Agents
Find Initial Solution
CheckSimilarityValue()
If (Alpha is similar to Reference) then
Exit
Else
Do {
Delta = Transformation on Alpha, Beta and Gamma
Alpha,Beta,Gamma=Random transformation on source image
CheckSimilarityValue()
} While [alpha similar to reference image]
End
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CheckSimilarityValue()
{
Apply Equation (2) to calculate Similarity Value
Rank the Solutions
Alpha=Best solution
Beta=Second best solution
Gamma=Third best solution
}

Figure 2: Pseudo-code for the Algorithm
IV CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In the present research work a new algorithm is proposed for solving the problem of image registration. An entirely
new technique using Swarm Intelligence is proposed. Presently only the basic structure and pseudo code for the
algorithm is presented. As a future work the algorithm needs to be implemented and compared to the other
approaches. The various parameters of the algorithm like number of agents and similarity factor can also be adjusted
to check for the best value of the parameters. The algorithm can also be extended to deal with uncertain data and
multimodal images.
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ABSTRACT
Any sequential circuit based on conservative logic gates can be tested for classical unidirectional stuck-at faults
using only two test vectors. The two test vectors are all 1s, and all 0s. The designs of two vectors testable latches,
master-slave flip-flops and double edge triggered (DET) flip-flops are presented. The importance of the proposed
work lies in the fact that it provides the design of reversible sequential circuits completely testable for any stuck-at
fault by only two test vectors, thereby eliminating the need for any type of scan-path access to internal memory cells.
The reversible design of the DET flip-flop is proposed for the first time in the literature. The application of the
proposed approach toward 100% fault coverage for single missing or additional cell defect in the quantum dot
cellular automata (QCA) layout of the Fredkin gate. A new conservative logic gate called multiplexer conservative
QCA gate (MX-cqca) that is not reversible in nature but has similar properties as the Fredkin gate of working as
2:1 multiplexer. The proposed MX-cqca gate surpasses the Fredkin gate in terms of complexity (the number of
majority voters), speed, and area.

Keywords–DET,QCA,MX-cqca.

I INTRODUCTION
Reversible logic has promising applications in emerging nanotechnologies, such as quantum computing, quantum
dot cellular automata and optical computing, etc. Faults in reversible logic circuits that result in multibit error at the
outputs are very tough to detect, and thus in literature, researchers have only addressed the problem of online testing
of faults that result single bit error at the outputs based on parity preserving logic. In this work, we propose a
methodology for the concurrent error detection in reversible logic circuits to detect faults that can result in multi bit
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error at the outputs. The methodology is based on the inverse property of reversible logic and is termed as inverse
and compare method. By using the inverse property of reversible logic, all the inputs can be regenerated at the
outputs.
Thus, by comparing the original inputs with the regenerated inputs, the faults in reversible circuits can be detected.
Minimizing the garbage outputs is one of the main goals in reversible logic design and synthesis. The proposed
methodology results in garbage less reversible circuits. A design of reversible full adder that can be concurrently
tested for multi bit error at the outputs is illustrated as the application of the proposed scheme. The application of the
scheme of concurrent error detection towards fault detection in quantum dot cellular automata QCA emerging
nanotechnology. Reversible logic has applications in quantum computing, low power CMOS, nanotechnology,
optical computing, and DNA computing. The most common reversible gates are the Toffoli gate and the Fredkin
gate. The synthesis algorithm has a cascade of Toffoli and Fredkin gates with no backtracking and minimal look
ahead. Transformations that reduce the size of the circuit is applied. Transformations are accomplished via template
matching. The basis for a template is a network with m gates that realizes the identity function. If a sequence in the
network to be synthesized matches more than half of a template, then a transformation that reduces the gate count
can be applied. In this paper we show that Toffoli and Fredkin gates behave in a similar manner. Therefore, some
gates in the templates may not need to be specified they can match a Toffoli or a Fredkin gate.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Reversible Logic-Based Concurrently Testable Latches for Molecular QCA.
Nanotechnologies, including molecular quantum dot cellular automata (QCA), are susceptible to high error rates. In
this paper, we present the design of concurrently testable latches (D latch, T latch, JK latch, and SR latch), which are
based on reversible conservative logic for molecular QCA. Conservative reversible circuits are a specific type of
reversible circuits, in which there would be an equal number of 1’s in the outputs as there would be on the inputs, in
addition to one-to-one mapping. Thus, conservative logic is parity-preserving, i.e., the parity of the input vectors is
equal to that of the output vectors. The fault patterns in the conservative reversible Fredkin gate due to a single
missing/additional cell defect in molecular QCA.
If there is a fault in the molecular QCA implementation of Fredkin gate, there is a parity mismatch between the
inputs and the outputs, otherwise the inputs parity is the same as outputs parity. Any permanent or transient fault in
molecular QCA can be concurrently detected if implemented with the conservative Fredkin gate. The design of
QCA layouts and the verification of the latch designs using the QCA Designer and the HDLQ tool are presented.
The use of conservative reversible logic based on Fredkin gate to design concurrently testable sequential circuits for
molecular QCA. The proposed concurrent testing methodology is based on parity-preserving property of Fredkin
gate, and is beneficial for both permanent and transient faults that results in parity mismatch between inputs and
outputs.
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2.2. Constructing Online Testable Circuits Using Reversible Logic
With the advent of nanometer technology, circuits are more prone to transient faults that can occur during its
operation. Of the different types of transient faults reported in the literature, the single-event upset (SEU) is
prominent. Traditional techniques such as triple-modular redundancy (TMR) consume large area and power.
Reversible logic has been gaining interest in the recent past due to its less heat dissipation characteristics. This paper
proposes the following: (1) a novel universal reversible logic gate (URG) and a set of basic sequential elements that
could be used for building reversible sequential circuits, with 25% less garbage than the best reported in the
literature; (2) a reversible gate that can mimic the functionality of a lookup table (LUT) that can be used to construct
a reversible field-programmable gate array (FPGA); and (3) automatic conversion of any given reversible circuit
into an online testable circuit that can detectonline any single-bit errors, including soft errors in the logic blocks,
using theoretically proved minimum garbage, which is significantly lesser than the best reported in the literature.
This paper has proposed several reversible circuits for realizing both combinational and sequential elements of a
given digital circuit.
A URG, which is shown to be advantageous for synthesizing multivalued reversible logic, was presented. This paper
has also proposed a reversible gate that can mimic the functionality of a two-input LUT, thus enabling the memory
less realization of LUTs. This can be used as a programmable logic block in modern field-programmable gate array
architectures. This paper has presented efficient realizations of reversible sequential elements. The proposed designs
lead to a 25% reduction in garbage and a lesser number of 3 × 3 reversible gates when compared with the best
reported in the literature. This paper has also proposed a methodology that automatically converts any circuit into an
online testable reversible circuit with theoretically proved minimum garbage. The resultant testable circuit can detect
online any singlebit errors in the logic blocks. An important advantage of the technique is that the design of a given
reversible circuit need not be changed for the purpose of adding testability feature to it. This paper has discussed the
construction of hierarchical multi modular online testable reversible circuits.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
3.1 Reversible Logic
Reversible logic are very much in demand for the future computing technologies as they are known to produce zero
power dissipation under ideal conditions. This paper proposes an improved design of a adder using reversible logic
gates. Adders are very essential for the construction of various computational units of a quantum computer. The
quantum cost of a reversible logic circuit can be minimized by reducing the number of reversible logic gates.
Reversible logic is considered as the emerging technologies in the field of optical computing, low power design and
nano electronics. It has been proved that reversible logic ideally dissipates zero power. In processing systems, adder
plays an important role. Hence in this work, we proposed an efficient full adder design using reversible logic.
Reversible computation in a system can be performed only when the system comprises of reversible gates. These
circuits can generate unique output vector from each input vector, and vice versa, that is, there is a one-to-one
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mapping between input and output vectors. Hence in this work, we are going to propose an efficient adder design
using carry skip adder and carry select adder and implemented it in reversible logic. The design to be proposed gives
minimum number of gates, garbage outputs and quantum cost there by reducing the power consumption, area, delay.

3.2 Fredkin Gate
The input vector is I (A, B, C) and the output vector is O (P, Q, R). The output is defined by P=A, Q=A′B

AC and

R=A′C AB. Quantum cost of a Fredkin gate is 5.

A
B
C

P=A
FREDKIN
GATE



A

P=A

Q = A’B

B

B’

Q = A’B  B

R = A’C

 AB

C’

R=A’C  AB

Fig. 3.1 Fredkin Gate
Reversible computation in a system can be performed only when the system comprises of reversible gates. These
circuits can generate unique output vector from each input vector, and vice versa. In the reversible circuits, there is a
one-to-one mapping between input and output vectors.Reversible logic supports the process of running the system
both forward and backward. A circuit is said to be reversible if the input vector can be uniquely recovered from the
output vector and there is a one-to-one correspondence between its input and output assignments, i.e. not only the
outputs can be uniquely determined from the inputs, but also the inputs can be recovered from the outputs Energy
dissipation can be reduced or even eliminated if computation becomes Information-lossless.

Table 3.1 Truth table of Fredkin Gate
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3.3 Design of Testable Reversible Latches
In the proposed work (E) to the clock and is used interchangeably in place of clock. When the enable signal (clock)
is 1, the value of the input D is reflected at the output that is Q+ = D. While, when E = 0 the latch maintains its
previous state, that is Q+ = Q. The reversible Fredkin gate has two of its outputs working as 2:1 MUXES, thus the
characteristic equation of the D latch can be mapped to the Fredkin gate (F). Figure. 3.2 shows the realization of the
reversible D latch using the Fredkin gate. But FO is not allowed in conservative reversible logic. Moreover, the
design cannot be tested by two input vectors all 0s and all 1s because of feedback, as the output Q would latch 1
when the inputs are toggled from all 1s to all 0s and could be misinterpreted as stuck-at-1 fault. In this paper, we
propose to cascade another Fredkin gate to output Q as shown in Figure. 3.2. The design has two control signals, C1
and C2. The design can work in two modes.The normal mode is shown in Figure. 3.2 in which we will have C1C2 =
01 and we will have the design working as a D latch without any fan-out problem. Test Mode (Disrupt the
Feedback): In test mode, when C1C2 = 00 as shown in Figure.3.2 it will make the design testable with all 0s input
vectors as output T1 will become 0 resulting in making it testable with all 0s input vectors. Thus, any stuck-at-1
fault can be detected. When C1C2 = 11 as shown in Figure.3.2, the output T1 will become 1 and the design will
become testable with all 1s input vectors for any stuck-at-0 fault. It can seen from above that C1 and C2 will disrupt
the feedback in test mode, and in normal mode will take care of the fan-out. Thus, our proposed design works as a
reversible D latch and can be tested with only two test vectors, all 0s and all 1s, for any stuck-at fault by utilizing the
inherent property of conservative reversible logic.

Fig. 3.2. Fredkin Gate D Latch with control signals C1 and C2.

Fig. 3.3. Fredkin Gate D Latch in normal mode: C1=0 and C2=1
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3.4 Design of Testable Negative Enable Reversible D Latch
A negative enable reversible D latch will pass the input D to the output Q when E = 0; otherwise maintains the same
state. The characteristic equation of the negative enable D latch is

Fig. 3.4. Fredkin Gate based Negative Enable Testable D Latch
The other type of master-slave flip-flops, such as the testable master-slave T flip-flop, testable master-slave JK flipflop, and testable master-slave SR flip-flop can be designed similarly in which master is designed using the positive
enable corresponding latch, while the slave is designed using the negative enable Fredkin gate-based D latch.

Fig. 3.5. Fredkin Gate based Testable Reversible Master-slave D Flip-flop
To make the design testable with all 0s input vectors for any stuck-at-1 fault, the values of the controls signals will
be mC1 = 0 and mC2 = 0, sC1 = 0 and sC2 = 0. This will make the outputs mT1 and sT1 as 0, which results in
breaking the feedback and the design becomes testable with all 0s input vectors for any stuck-at-1 fault. To make the
design testable with all 0s input vectors for any stuck-at-1 fault, the values of the controls signals will be mC1 = 0
and mC2 = 0, sC1 = 0 and sC2 = 0. This will make the outputs mT1 and sT1 as 0, which results in breaking the
feedback and the design becomes testable with all 0s input vectors for any stuck-at-1 fault. To make the design
testable with all 1s input vectors for any stuck-at-0 fault, the values of the control signals will be mC1 = 1 mC2 = 1,
sC1 = 1, and sC2 = 1. This will result in outputs mT1 and sT1 having a value of 1, breaking the feedback and
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resulting in the design testable with all 1s input vectors for any stuck-at-0 fault.

3.5 Design of Testable Reversible DET Flip-Flops
The DET flip-flop is a computing circuit that samples and stores the input data at both the edges, that is at both the
rising and the falling edge of the clock. The master-slave strategy is the most popular way of designing the flip flop.
In the proposed work, E refers to the clock and is used interchangeably in place of clock. In the negative edge
triggered master-slave flip-flop when E = 1 (the clock is high), the master latch passes the input data while the slave
latch maintains the previous state. When E = 0 (the clock is low), the master latch is in the storage state while the
slave latch passes the output of the master latch to its output. Thus, the flip-flop does not sample the data at both the
clock levels and waits for the next rising edge of the clock to latch the data at the master latch.
In order to overcome the above problem, researchers have introduced the concept of DET flip-flops, which sample
the data at both the edges. Thus, DET flip-flops can receive and sample two data values in a clock period thus
frequency of the clock can be reduced to half of the master-slave flip flop while maintaining the same data rate. The
half frequency operations make the DET flip flops very much beneficial for low power computing as frequency is
proportional to power consumption in a circuit. The DET flip-flop is designed by connecting the two latches, viz.,
the positive enable and the negative enable in parallel rather than in series. The 2:1 MUX at the output transfer the
output from one of these latches which is in the storage state (is holding its previous state).

Fig. 3.6. Fredkin Gate based DET Flip-flop normal mode
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Normal Mode: The normal mode of the DET flip-flop is illustrated in Figure. 4.9 in which the pC1 = 0, pC2 = 1,
nC1 = 0, and nC2 = 1. The pC1 = 0, pC2 = 1 help in copying the output of the positive enable D latch thus avoiding
the FO while the nC1 = 0 and nC2 = 1 help in copying the output of the negative enable D latch thus avoiding the
FO.

IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Simulation Environment
Xilinx designs, develops and markets programmable logic products, including integrated circuits (ICs), software
design tools, predefined system functions delivered as intellectual property (IP) cores, design services, customer
training, field engineering and technical support. Xilinx sells both FPGAs and CPLDs for electronic equipment
manufacturers in end markets such as communications, industrial, consumer, automotive and data processing.

4.2 Output Waveform of Fredkin Gate
The Figure 4.2 shows the waveform of fredkin gate for the input ain, bin, cin and the respective outputs p0, q0,r0.

Fig. 4.2 Input Output Waveform of Fredkin gate
4.3 Output Waveform of Fredkin Gate Based Testable Reversible Master-Slave D Flipflop
The Figure 4.3 shows the output waveform of fredkin gate based testable reversible master-slave d flipflop for the
inputs e,d,mc1,mc2,sc1,sc2 and the respective output mt2,st2 .
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Fig. 4.3 Input Output Waveform of Fredkin gate based Testable Reversible Master-slave D Flipflop
4.4 Output Waveform of Fredkin Gate Based Testable Reversible Master-Slave D Flipflop for
Stuck-At-1 Fault
The Figure 4.4 shows the output waveform of fredkin gate based testable reversible master-slave d flipflop for the
inputs e,d,mc1,mc2,sc1,sc2 and the respective output mt2,st2 .

Fig. 4.4 Input Output Waveform of Fredkin gate based Testable Reversible Master-slave D Flipflop
for stuck-at-1 fault
4.5 Output Waveform of Fredkin Gate Based Det Flipflop
The Figure 4.5 shows the output waveform of fredkin gate based DET flipflop for the inputs
e,d,dc1,dc2,pc1,pc2,nc1,nc2 and the respective output pt2,nt2 .
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Fig. 4.5 Input Output Waveform of Fredkin gate based DET Flipflop

IV. CONCLUSION
The proposed reversible sequential circuits based on conservative logic that is testable for any unidirectional stuck-at
faults using only two test vectors, all 0s and all 1s. The proposed sequential circuits based on conservative logic
gates outperform the sequential circuit implemented in classical gates in terms of testability. Thus, the main
advantage of the proposed conservative reversible sequential circuits compared to the conventional sequential circuit
is the need of only two test vectors to test any sequential circuit irrespective of its complexity Also as the complexity
of a sequential circuit increases the number of test vector required to test the sequential circuit also increases. The
sequential circuits implemented using conventional classic gates do not provide inherited support for testability.
Hence, a conventional sequential circuit needs modification in the original circuitry to provide the testing capability.
The proposed work has the limitation that it cannot detect multiple stuck-at-faults as well as multiple
missing/additional cell defects. In future this limitation has to be over come.
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